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The terahertz frequency range spans from 0.1 THz to 10 THz and presents unique
potential for medical imaging, material characterisation, non-destructive evaluation,
and wireless communications. In recent years, various functional devices have been
developed to harness the potential of terahertz waves, however mostly with limited
bandwidth and efficiency. The thesis presents diverse broadband terahertz metasurfaces
for wavefront control and polarisation manipulation. The concept of metasurfaces along
with rigorous design approaches yields terahertz components with bandwidth and
efficiency superior to existing devices. Such properties are much needed for terahertz
technology to leverage vast available bandwidth with moderate source power. This
thesis comprises nine chapters in total that are divided into four major parts.
Part I introduces relevant research background and fundamental theories. Specifically,
Chapter 1 presents the definitions of terahertz technology and metasurfaces, while
Chapter 2 details the fundamental theories involved in this doctoral research.
Part II concerns terahertz reflectarray bandwidth enhancement. A single-layer stub-
loaded resonator is proposed in Chapter 3 for constructing broadband reflectarrays. As
a proof-of-concept, a terahertz reflectarray is designed, fabricated, and experimentally
characterised to focus an incident plane wave to a focal spot at a finite distance.
Part III involves terahertz transmitarrays for antireflection and polarisation manipu-
lation. Each transmitarray employs three metallic layers to realise a complete control
over the electric and magnetic responses, so that an arbitrary transmission phase to-
gether with high transmittance can be produced. Chapter 4 introduces a broadband
semi-analytical approach that is developed on the basis of an existing narrowband
method. The broadband approach involves network analysis combined with a genetic
algorithm to determine the optimal frequency-independent circuit parameters, so that
the desired transmission coefficients can be achieved over a wide bandwidth. In order
to illustrate and verify the functionality of this broadband design approach, a wideband
and highly efficient antireflection transmitarray is systematically designed based on this
approach. Chapters 5 and 6 detail a quarter- and half-wave transmitarray, respectively,
which are designed using the same procedure. The measured results confirm the func-
tionality of the proposed quarter- and half-wave transmitarrays and suggest that they
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provide superior bandwidth and efficiency over the notable existing designs. Lastly,
Chapter 7 shows a terahertz circular polariser with enhanced bandwidth, which is
designed with the assistance of the broadband semi-analytical approach. The circular
polariser is capable of transmitting circularly polarised waves of one handedness while
blocking the other. Importantly, the three-layer circular polariser possesses frequency
tunability obtained by adjusting the air spacers. Moreover, by rotating the top or bottom
metallic layer, the circular polariser can be reconfigured to function as a transmissive
quasi-half-wave plate.
Part IV focuses on ultra-wideband absorber design. Chapter 8 presents a non-resonant
absorber that is developed by etching air cavities into moderately doped silicon. In
the realised absorber, inverted pyramidal air cavities are etched into doped silicon
using a wet-etching technique, so as to realise impedance matching between the lossy
silicon and free-space. The measured results demonstrate that a high absorption can
be maintained over an ultra-wide bandwidth that spans nearly the entire far-infrared
spectrum. The presented absorber far outperforms the existing resonance-based perfect
absorbers in terms of achieved fractional bandwidth.
Lastly, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and gives an outlook of terahertz metasurfaces
for practical applications. This thesis introduces technical advancements to metasurface-
based terahertz devices for wavefront control and polarisation manipulation. The
developed and experimentally validated functional devices can be incorporated into
compact terahertz systems, and they address the bandwidth and efficiency limitations
associated with the existing designs.
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HE terahertz spectral frequency range is a subset of the electro-
magnetic spectrum that is sandwiched between the microwave
and infrared regimes. Terahertz waves possess unique potential
for material characterisation, medical imaging, and wireless communica-
tions. However, the terahertz frequency range remains relatively un-tapped
as a result of its associated practical challenges. To explore the capabilities of
terahertz waves, metasurfaces have emerged as one category of functional
terahertz devices. This introductory Chapter presents a general introduction
to terahertz waves accompanied with metasurfaces for wavefront control
and polarisation manipulation. Furthermore, a summary of motivations and






The terahertz frequency range that spans from 0.1 to 10 THz is one of the least-utilised
portions of the electromagnetic spectrum (Siegel, 2002). The terahertz region overlaps
with the millimetre-wave range on its lower frequency bound and the infrared range on
its upper frequency bound. More specifically, the terahertz region starts from 0.1 THz
and as such intersects with the millimetre-wave range that is defined between 30 GHz
and 300 GHz (Wiltse, 1984). The terahertz region covers the entire sub-millimetre-wave
regime that ranges from 300 GHz to 3 THz (Wiltse, 1984). At higher frequencies, the
terahertz region overlaps with the far-infrared regime, which is defined between 3 THz
and 20 THz (Vatansever and Hamblin, 2012).
In the past decades, the terahertz region was often referred to ”terahertz gap” due
to the lack of techniques for generating and detecting sufficient terahertz power. At
frequencies below the terahertz range, electronics-oriented techniques are widely imple-
mented for generating power at microwave and millimetre-wave frequencies (Eisele
and Haddad, 1998; Sedra et al., 1998). However, such techniques exhibit a low efficiency
at terahertz frequencies, resulting from increasing parasitic effects including Ohmic loss
and reactance. At frequencies above the terahertz range, lasers are commonly adopted
to function as sources at optical frequencies. However, laser sources demand media that
transfer proper levels of energy, which encounter thermal issues at terahertz frequencies
(Williams, 2007). Consequently, it is challenging to generate an adequate amount of
power for practical applications at terahertz frequencies.
In addition to the inadequate transmitting power, terahertz waves suffer from severe
attenuation when propagating in the atmosphere as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The strong
atmospheric attenuation is partly attributed to water vapour molecules that are resonant
at terahertz frequencies. It can be observed from Figure 1.1 that several transmission
windows exist, which present an absorption much lower than the absorption peaks
and thus are promising for wireless communications. To account for the attenuation
introduced by the atmosphere, an appropriate carrier frequency has to be determined
for a specific application. For instance, a carrier frequency of ∼100–150 GHz is suitable
for a long-distance transmission of ∼1–10 km, while the two transmission windows
above 600 GHz located at ∼625–725 GHz and ∼780–910 GHz are limited for indoor
communications (Nagatsuma et al., 2016). Additionally, due to the strong attenuation
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Figure 1.1. Atmospheric attenuation. Attenuation of electromagnetic waves by the atmosphere.
Two transmission windows above 600 GHz include ∼625–725 GHz and ∼780–910 GHz. Adopted
from Nagatsuma et al. (2016).
frequency of higher than 1 THz can only practically propagate in the range of ∼1 m,
thus their application is restricted to near-field communications.
In recent years, the rapid evolution of power generation techniques has increasingly
made it possible to generate terahertz pulses with sufficient signal strength using tera-
hertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) systems. Figure 1.2 shows a commercially
available all fibre-coupled terahertz spectrometer TERA K15 developed by Menlo Sys-
tems. The system consists of a femtosecond laser source, a fibre-coupled optical path
with delay line, a terahertz emitter and detector module. Terahertz pulses are gen-
erated and detected by making use of photoconductive antennas that are excited by
infrared laser pulses. An attractive feature related to the THz-TDS system is that both
the magnitude and phase responses of a sample under test can be readily obtained
by transforming the measured time-domain signal to its frequency-domain counter-
part. Despite the practical limitations related to terahertz waves, the advent of THz-TDS
systems has promoted the use of terahertz waves by exploiting their prominent abilities
in spectroscopy and characterisation.
One of the applications benefiting from the development of terahertz technology is
material characterisation (Naftaly and Miles, 2007; Scheller, 2011). Many materials,
especially crystalline substances and polar gases, present unique spectral characteristics
at terahertz frequencies. Terahertz waves thus can be utilised for object identifications
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Figure 1.2. Fibre-coupled THz-TDS system TERA K15 from Menlo Systems. The THz-TDS
system comprises a femtosecond laser source, a fibre-coupled optical path, a terahertz emitter and
detector module. Adopted from Menlo Systems (2020).
(Shen et al., 2005; Miles et al., 2007). Moreover, the relative permittivity and loss tangent
of substances can be readily extracted from the transmission coefficients of samples
under test (Dorney et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2017; Sahin et al., 2018). Besides, due to
the fact that terahertz waves are sensitive to humidity, they then can be employed to
probe the water content of samples (Banerjee et al., 2008; Shin et al., 2017; Fan et al.,
2019). To date, material characterisation using terahertz waves has demonstrated its
remarkable abilities in chemistry (Balakrishnan et al., 2009; Yakovlev et al., 2015) and
biology (George and Markelz, 2013; Yang et al., 2016).
Owing to the low photon energy, terahertz waves are non-ionising and have been
employed in medical (Cheon et al., 2017; Hernandez-Cardoso et al., 2017; Zhao et al.,
2018a) and biological imaging (Yun et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2020) to avoid
damaging tissues. In addition, the wavelength-dependent diffraction limit determines
that terahertz waves are capable of providing improved imaging resolution compared to
microwaves and millemetre-waves. Apart from that, terahertz waves can penetrate dry
and non-metallic materials that are optically opaque, including polymers, ceramics, and
textiles. Hence, terahertz waves hold the potential in security screening to reveal hidden
explosives and weapons (Tzydynzhapov et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2020), as illustrated in
Figure 1.3.
The terahertz region offers significant potential for ultrafast-data-rate wireless com-
munications because of its vast under-utilised spectral range. Congestion of wireless
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Figure 1.3. Terahertz security screening. Potential application of terahertz imaging at 100 GHz
for revealing concealed explosives and weapons. Adopted from Tzydynzhapov et al. (2020)
communications bands at microwave and millimetre-wave frequencies results in a
limited transmission data rate. To date, noteworthy realisations of wireless commu-
nications links employ carrier frequencies up to 60 GHz and provide data rates of
∼3.5 Gbps (Yue et al., 2017). To support large-volume and high-data-rate transfer, the
terahertz frequency range provides higher unallocated carrier frequencies and adequate
bandwidth. Shannon theorem (Shannon, 1949) suggests that migrating to higher car-
rier frequencies leads to a broader available bandwidth and thus improved channel
capacity. For instance, an experimentally verified terahertz wireless link using a carrier
frequency of 300 GHz can realise wireless transmission data rate of 102.4 Gbps (Cas-
tro et al., 2020). It is envisioned that moving to even higher terahertz frequencies can
achieve even faster data rates, but will encounter a higher atmospheric transmission
loss and free-space path loss, and as a result a significantly limited transmission range.
The terahertz spectral range presents unique properties and huge spectral resources
making it a promising candidate for a wide range of applications. To harness the ca-
pabilities of terahertz waves, intensive efforts have been made to develop functional
terahertz devices. One prominent category of terahertz device is metasurfaces. Meta-
surfaces are seen as essential for manipulating the wavefront and polarisation states
of terahertz waves for a myriad of applications. For example, focusing metasurfaces
hold the potential of being used for point-to-point terahertz communications, while





In the past decades, metamaterials have provided an effective way to manipulate
electromagnetic waves. Metamaterials promised an arbitrary combination of effective
permittivity and permeability values that are not commonly found in natural materials,
thus opening pathways for realising negative refraction (Valentine et al., 2008) and
electromagnetic cloaking (Schurig et al., 2006). Owing to its unprecedented capabilities
in controlling electromagnetic waves, the concept of metamaterial has been widely
implemented for operation across the electromagnetic spectrum, from microwave to
optical frequencies (Hawkes et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2009; Valentine et al., 2008). Impor-
tantly, metamaterials are attractive to the terahertz community as they break the natural
material limitations. However, as metamaterials are typically based on a resonance
mechanism, dissipation loss is inevitable, which raises practical challenges. Moreover,
bulky metamaterial structures involving multiple layers pose additional complexity to
fabrication especially at terahertz frequencies.
In order to overcome the technological challenges associated with three-dimensional
metamaterials, metasurfaces that were originally considered as planar building blocks
of metamaterials have increasingly received more attention on their own. A metasurface
is typically formed by using subwavelength metallic or dielectric resonators arranged
as a planar and periodic array. Owing to their planar structures, metasurfaces can be
readily fabricated by employing existing standard lithography techniques and also
present improved integrability. Furthermore, the reduced thickness of metasurfaces
results in a shorter interaction length with the incident waves, thereby leading to a lower
dissipation loss compared to that of metamaterials. Each individual element on the
metasurface interacts locally with the incident waves to impose a scattering response to
the outgoing waves. To obtain the customised radiation characteristics, the employed
radiating elements are required to introduce an abrupt phase change coverage of at least
2π at a specified frequency. Owing to their remarkable capabilities in manipulating the
wavefront and polarisation states of electromagnetic waves, metasurfaces have been
implemented in a myriad of applications from wireless communications (Tang et al.,
2019), sensing (Singh et al., 2014), to imaging (Colburn et al., 2018). In general, the




A pioneer work relevant to reflectarray introduced a passive reflecting array consisting
of shorted waveguides of various lengths (Berry et al., 1963). The reflectarray concept
was initially conceived to provide an alternative to reflectors and was then further
developed following the advent of printable microstrip antenna techniques (Pozar et al.,
1997). The basic form of a reflectarray consists of a planar array of scattering elements
on a metal-backed substrate combined with an illuminating free-space feed antenna. A
reflectarray can be considered as a hybridisation of a parabolic reflector and a phased
array. Its planar structure reduces the fabrication complexity compared to the 3D-
shaped reflectors, and the employment of a free-space feed promises high efficiency by
eliminating the complicated feeding network demanded by phased arrays. Owing to its
advantages of being low profile, low cost, and high efficiency, the reflectarray concept
has been widely implemented across the spectrum from microwave and millimetre-
wave regions (Tamminen et al., 2013) to optical frequencies (Ahmadi et al., 2010; Zou et al.,
2013, 2014). Specifically, reflectarrays developed at terahertz frequencies (Niu et al., 2013,
2014; Chen et al., 2017) address the scarcity of available materials and show significant
potential for achieving wavefront control (Busch et al., 2015; Headland et al., 2016a) and
polarisation manipulation (Niu et al., 2014).
To achieve low-profile and to simplify the fabrication, various types of scattering ele-
ments have been presented to realise the 2π reflection phase coverage at a specified
frequency. Figure 1.4 shows some examples of widely implemented scattering elements
for broadband reflectarrays. The reflection phase of a scattering element is predomi-
nately determined by its geometrical parameters, and thus the reflection phase can be
easily tuned by varying its dimensions. A nonuniform reflectarray is formed by a large
number of scattering elements of different dimensions and each element introduces a
phase discontinuity that collectively alters the phase front of the reflected waves. As a
result, constructive interference takes place at the desired direction while destructive
interference happens at other directions, leading to a prescribed radiation pattern in
the far-field region. Aside from beamforming, a reflectarray can function as a reflective
waveplate consisting of uniform scattering elements that jointly provides a constant
phase difference between the two orthogonal electric field components over a broad
bandwidth. Figure 1.5 presents reflective quarter- and half-wave plates each formed by







Figure 1.4. Scattering elements for constructing broadband reflectarrays. (a) Aperture-coupled
reflectarray unit cell with a true-time delay line. Adapted from Carrasco et al. (2007). (b) Square
patch of varying lengths. Adapted from Niu et al. (2013). (c) Multi-resonant parallel dipoles of varying
lengths. Adapted from Niu et al. (2015). (d) A round metal disk with phase-delay lines. Adapted from
Hasani et al. (2010). (e) Reflectarray unit cell consisting of concentric open rings and an I-shaped
dipole. Adapted from Chen et al. (2012). (f) Dielectric resonator antenna of varying radii. Adapted




Figure 1.5. Reflectarray-based reflective waveplates made of identical dielectric resonators.
(a) Quarter-wave mirror. (b) Half-wave mirror. Adopted from Lee et al. (2018a).
1.2.2 Transmitarrays
Conceptually similar to reflectarrays, transmitarrays basically consist of an array of
subwavelength metallic or dielectric radiating elements combined with a free-space
feed. Different from reflectarrays, transmitarrays operate in the transmission mode so
the feed blockage associated with reflectarrays is eliminated. Owing to the advantages
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of being low-profile and high-efficiency, transmitarrays have been adopted to design
flat lenses (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2013a; Chang et al., 2017) and polarisation-dependent
beam splitters (Yoon et al., 2018). Furthermore, transmitarray-based circular polarisers
that selectively transmit one handedness of circular polarisation while blocking the
other have been developed and are promising for applications in biological imaging
and wireless communications (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2014).
Despite the advantages, transmitarrays are susceptible to reflection loss, which results
in a degraded efficiency. In addition, transmitarrays using one-single layer cannot
achieve a complete transmission phase coverage of 2π at a specified frequency. In
theory, the maximum transmission phase range is independent of the radiating element
pattern. Instead, the transmission phase coverage is set collectively by the number of
metallic layers, relative permittivity of spacers, and the separations between metallic
layers (Abdelrahman et al., 2017). It is assumed that a transmitarray employs identical
patterns for each metallic layer. Calculations suggest that the maximum transmission
phase coverage for single-, double-, triple-, and quad-layer transmitarrays are 54◦,
170◦, 308◦, and 360◦, respectively, in which a transmission magnitude above −1 dB
is maintained (Abdelrahman et al., 2017). Consequently, multi-layer structures are
preferred to provide more degrees of freedom to manipulate the transmission magnitude
and phase, but at the cost of an increased fabrication complexity. It is worth mentioning
that a triple-layer transmitarray that functions as ”Huygens’ Surfaces” employing
identical top and bottom metallic layers with the same spacer thickness is capable of
providing a large transmission phase tuning range together with a high transmittance,
thereby enhancing bandwidth and efficiency (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2013b).
1.2.3 Absorbers
Electromagnetic absorbers are essential components for wireless communications sys-
tems to eliminate electromagnetic interference. Metasurfaces are promising candidates
to function as absorbers resulting from their capability in tailoring the electric and
magnetic responses for impedance matching. Typically, metasurface-based absorbers
consist of two metallic layers separated by a dielectric spacer. The top metallic layer
couples with an external incident electric field to tailor the electric response, while
the magnetic response is collectively altered by the top metallic layer and a metallic
ground plane or metallic wires (Cheng et al., 2015). Hence, the electric and magnetic
responses of metasurface-based absorbers can be readily modified by changing their
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unit cell shapes and geometrical parameters. In the microwave and terahertz regimes,
a near-unity absorption can be achieved by thin metasurface-based absorbers, and
the high absorption is derived though impedance matching and dielectric loss at and
around the resonant frequencies (Watts et al., 2012). Due to their resonant nature, perfect
absorbers typically exhibit a limited relative bandwidth of around 10%–30% (Liu et al.,
2018) and can be used in filtering and modulation (Watts et al., 2014).
To obtain a high absorption across a wide spectral range, one possible solution is
to combine various resonant structures of different dimensions into a unit cell so as
to form a wide absorption band (Wen et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2012). Alternatively,
non-resonant structures have demonstrated their broadened absorption bandwidth
functionalities in various frequency bands (Kim et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2018). The non-
resonant absorbers mitigate the reflection by impedance matching to free space, and
dissipate the incident energy through dielectric or conductive losses. Recently, surface-
relief structures have been employed to show a broad absorption bandwidth at terahertz
frequencies (Kim et al., 2012), and their fabrication complexity is significantly reduced
by utilising conventional micro-fabrication techniques.
1.3 Motivations
In the microwave range, reflectors and phased arrays are commonly implemented
to concentrate the radiated power into a predesignated direction to improve the an-
tenna gain. In the terahertz region, due to the lack of sufficient power and the strong
atmospheric attenuation, practical terahertz communications links demand adequate
signal strength to maintain a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio. An adequate signal
strength can be realised by employing a high-gain antenna. Therefore, wavefront control
techniques that collect, manipulate, and re-radiate terahertz beams in a desired manner
are of great significance. For instance, it is revealed that if high-gain antennas are em-
ployed, terahertz communications links with data transmission rate of several tens of
Gbps can be sustained over a propagation distance up to 1 km using carrier frequencies
between 300 GHz and 900 GHz (Schneider et al., 2012). Conventional wavefront control
devices based on geometric optics, for example lenses, are well-developed and offer
a large bandwidth and a low insertion loss. However, practical applications require a
high degree of compactness and integrability. Consequently, metasurface-based optical
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components with flat-profile, high-efficiency, and improved integrability provide a
viable route to meet the stringent requirements set by practical scenarios.
Aside from wavefront control, polarisation manipulation is essential for a wide range of
applications in terahertz systems, including studies of chiral structure in biology and
chemistry, and polarisation-division multiplexing for terahertz communications. Polari-
sation manipulation comprises polarisation conversion and circular polarisation filter-
ing. Conventional approaches to achieving polarisation conversion involves waveplates
that are made of anisotropic crystalline dielectric materials. The operation mechanism of
conventional waveplates can be explained in terms of the distinct phase accumulations
for electric field components along two orthogonal polarisations. Due to the birefringent
nature of anisotropic crystalline dielectric materials, waveplates made of such a material
exhibit different refractive indices to the orthogonal electric field components, thus
leading to distinctive transmission phase delays. By carefully determining the thickness
of such a birefringent material, a desired phase difference between the two electric field
components can be obtained at a specified frequency. However, waveplates made of
such materials typically feature substantial thickness, narrow bandwidth, and relatively
low efficiency. In addition, there is a lack of available anisotropic birefringent materials
in nature that provide desired refractive indices at terahertz frequencies.
Another category of polarisation manipulation is circular polarisation filtering, which
selectively transmits one handedness of circular polarisation but blocks the other. It
is noted that there is no natural material that yields this function in the terahertz fre-
quency range. Hence, three-dimensional chiral structures such as helices (Gansel et al.,
2009) have been employed to realise circular polarisation filtering. However, such
three-dimensional structures introduce additional complexities to micro-scale fabrica-
tions. Alternatively, planar metasurfaces are attractive for polarisation manipulation
with designable birefringence and reduced fabrication complexity.
Despite the fact that metasurfaces promise attractive properties for wavefront con-
trol and polarisation manipulation, the inherent characteristic of narrow bandwidth
associated with resonance impedes their further applications. For instance, moderate-
size reflectarrays typically exhibit a limited fractional bandwidth of less than 10% and
the bandwidth even becomes narrower for larger reflectarrays (Huang and Encinar,
2007). In addition to the narrow bandwidth performance, metasurfaces operating at
terahertz frequencies are susceptible to non-negligible material losses from metals and
dielectrics. One possible solution to mitigate material losses is to implement gold for
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metallic layers and ultra-low loss cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) as dielectrics. It is noted
that gold acts as a good conductor at terahertz frequencies, and it exhibits a strong
anti-oxidization ability in air (Niu, 2015). The research focus of this doctoral program
emphasises on designing terahertz metasurfaces for wavefront control and polarisation
manipulation with enhanced bandwidth and efficiency.
1.4 Thesis outline
This thesis consists of four major parts, where each part contains one to four chap-
ters. The thesis comprises nine chapters in total including a summary chapter, as
illustrated in the outline of Figure 1.6.
Part I - Background The first two chapters explain the motivations and relevant re-
search background for this study. Chapter 1 gives definitions of terahertz technol-
ogy and metasurfaces, and illustrates the motivations for pursuing broadband
Chapter 8 Ultra-wideband far-infrared absorber
Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 2 Background on wave manipulation with flat optics








Chapter 4 Semi-analytical approach for broadband transmitarray design
Chapter 5 Broadband terahertz quarter-wave transmitarray
Chapter 6





















Chapter 9 Thesis summary
Chapter 7
Broadband terahertz half-wave transmitarray
Figure 1.6. Thesis outline. This thesis is grouped into four major parts including background,
reflectarray, transmitarrays, and absorber. It is concluded by a thesis summary section.
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and high-efficiency terahertz metasurfaces for wavefront control and polarisation
manipulation. Chapter 2 details the background knowledge and theory employed
in this thesis, including wave generation and propagation theories, wavefront
control techniques, and polarisation manipulation methods.
Part II - Reflectarray The work described in this part aims to enhance the bandwidth
of reflectarray-based wavefront control devices. In Chapter 3, a single-layer stub-
loaded resonator is presented for broadband reflectarray constructions. As a
proof-of-concept, a broadband reflectarray that focuses an incident collimated
beam into a point at a finite distance is designed, fabricated, and experimentally
demonstrated.
Part III - Transmitarrays The objective of this part is to investigate methodologies for
designing transmitarrays for antireflection and polarisation manipulation. Firstly,
Chapter 4 details a broadband semi-analytical approach that is then applied to
designing an antireflection transmitarray with enhanced bandwidth and effi-
ciency. Subsequently, Chapters 5 to 7 present broadband transmitarray-based
devices for polarisation manipulation, designed with the same broadband semi-
analytical approach. Specifically, Chapters 5 and 6 detail transmitarray-based
quarter- and half-wave plates that provide designable birefringence to realise
polarisation conversion, while Chapter 7 describes a broadband circular polariser
that filters one handedness of circular polarisation but transmits the other. Im-
portantly, further simulations suggest that the presented circular polariser can
be reconfigured as a quasi-half-wave plate, and holds the potential of frequency
tunability.
Part IV - Absorber This part presents a terahertz absorber based on moderately-doped
silicon. The non-resonant absorber is formed by etching air cavities into doped
silicon, and providing an ultra-wide and polarisation-insensitive operation band-
width that is far greater than that of resonance-based perfect absorbers.
1.5 Summary of original contributions
This thesis contains several original contributions to terahertz technology as summarised
in this Section. These contributions take the form of novel methodologies for designing
and implementing broadband metasurface-based wavefront control and polarisation
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manipulation devices, as well as a broadband semi-analytical approach for designing
transmitarrays.
Chapter 3 presents a study on broadband terahertz reflectarrays. A novel single-layer
resonator is designed to present a smooth and near-linear reflection phase response
with a complete 2π phase coverage at 1 THz. A focusing reflectarray has been con-
structed and experimentally verified to investigate the functionality of the proposed
resonator. The simulated 3-dB relative bandwidth of the constructed focusing reflectar-
ray is over twice that of an existing dielectric resonator reflectarray, while the measured
relative bandwidth is far greater than the conventionally achievable bandwidth of
10%. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the largest relative bandwidth of
focusing reflectarray that has been achieved to date. The content of this Chapter has
been presented at the conference (You et al., 2018) and published in (You et al., 2019a)
• YOU-X., FUMEAUX-C., AND WITHAYACHUMNANKUL-W. (2018). Terahertz fo-
cusing reflectarray with enhanced bandwidth, 43rd International Conference on
Infrared, Millimeter, and Terahertz Waves (IRMMW-THz), Nagoya, Japan, DOI:
10.1109/IRMMW-THz.2018.8510345.
• YOU-X., AKO-R. T., LEE-W. S. L., LOW-M. X., BHASKARAN-M., SRIRAM-S.,
FUMEAUX-C., AND WITHAYACHUMNANKUL-W. (2019). Terahertz reflectarray
with enhanced bandwidth, Advanced Optical Materials, 7(20), art. no. 1900791.
Chapter 4 presents a broadband semi-analytical approach developed on the basis of a
narrowband approach (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2013c; Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2014). The broad-
band approach incorporates network analysis and genetic algorithm to explore the
optimal frequency-independent circuit parameters for transmitarrays that maintain the
desired transmission coefficients over a wide bandwidth. An antireflection transmitar-
ray is rigorously designed following the optimal circuit parameters provided by the
broadband semi-analytical approach. The resulting geometry exhibits a superior simu-
lated performance over the existing terahertz antireflection designs. The functionality
of the broadband approach is thus validated by the antireflection transmitarray. To the
best of the author’s knowledge, the proposed antireflection transmitarray provides the
largest relative bandwidth together with a high efficiency at terahertz frequencies. The
content of this Chapter has been accepted for publication in (You et al., 2021c)
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• YOU-X., FUMEAUX-C., AND WITHAYACHUMNANKUL-W. (2021). Systematically
designed broadband terahertz metasurfaces, SPIE Next-Generation Spectroscopic
Technologies XIV, Florida, USA. (Invited)
Chapters 5 and 6 present a quarter- and half-wave transmitarray, respectively, which
are designed based on the broadband semi-analytical approach. The three-layer quarter-
wave transmitarray presented in Chapter 5 employs identical top and bottom metallic
layers to form a pair of electric and magnetic dipoles of equal strength. By controlling the
resonance of these electric and magnetic dipoles, a large transmission phase coverage
accompanied with a high transmittance can be obtained. Importantly, the presented
quarter-wave transmitarray provides superior bandwidth and efficiency performance
over the notable existing terahertz counterparts. In Chapter 6, a half-wave transmitarray
is designed to cover the WR-3.4 waveguide frequency range from 220 to 330 GHz,
which is foreseen for terahertz communications. The presented transmitarray-based
waveplates overcome the limitations of naturally available birefringent materials and are
more amendable to practical applications. To the best of the author’s knowledge, both
the quarter- and half-wave transmitarrays present the largest bandwidth among the
reported designs at terahertz frequencies. The content of this Chapter has been presented
at the IRMMW-THz conference in 2019 (You et al., 2019b), with the quarter-wave design
published in (You et al., 2020a), and half-wave design submitted for publication in
(You et al., 2021a)
• YOU-X., FUMEAUX-C., AND WITHAYACHUMNANKUL-W. (2019). Broadband ter-
ahertz quarter-wave plate design, 44th International Conference on Infrared, Mil-
limeter, and Terahertz Waves (IRMMW-THz), Paris, France, DOI: 10.1109/IRMMW-
THz.2019.8874192.
• YOU-X., AKO-R. T., LEE-W. S. L., BHASKARAN-M., SRIRAM-S., FUMEAUX-
C., AND WITHAYACHUMNANKUL-W. (2020). Broadband terahertz transmissive
quarter-wave metasurface, APL Photonics, 5(9), art. no. 096108.
• YOU-X., AKO-R. T., LEE-W. S. L., BHASKARAN-M., SRIRAM-S., FUMEAUX-
C., AND WITHAYACHUMNANKUL-W. (2021). Terahertz transmissive half-wave
metasurface with enhanced bandwidth. (Under review)
Chapter 7 presents a versatile passive circular polariser that can function as a mechan-
ically tunable terahertz device, provided that air gaps are introduced in between the
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dielectric spacers. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no such terahertz
passive circular polariser that exhibits frequency tunability. Additionally, the presented
circular polariser is capable of providing the largest 15-dB extinction ratio fractional
bandwidth at a high efficiency to date. More importantly, simulations suggest that the
proposed three-layer circular polariser can also realise circular polarisation transforma-
tion from one handedness to the other by rotating the top or bottom metallic layer. The
content of this Chapter has been accepted for publication in (You et al., 2021b)
• YOU-X., FUMEAUX-C., AND WITHAYACHUMNANKUL-W. (2021). Concept of me-
chanically tunable terahertz circular polarizer, 11th International Conference on
Metamaterials, Photonic Crystals and Plasmonics (META), Warsaw, Poland. (Invited;
scheduled)
Chapter 8 presents an ultra-wideband absorber made of moderately-doped silicon. The
non-resonant absorber realises impedance matching to free-space by forming inverted
pyramidal air cavities into the doped silicon using a wet-etching technique. As a result, a
high absorption that spans nearly the entire far-infrared spectrum is achieved. This non-
resonant absorber far outperforms the existing resonance-based perfect absorbers. To
the best of the author’s knowledge, the presented absorber provides the largest relative
bandwidth across the far-infrared spectrum. The content of this Chapter has been
published in (You et al., 2020b)
• YOU-X., UPADHYAY-A., CHENG-Y. Z., BHASKARAN-M., SRIRAM-S., FUMEAUX-
C., AND WITHAYACHUMNANKUL-W. (2020). Ultra-wideband far-infrared ab-
sorber based on anisotropically etched doped silicon, Optics Letters, 45(5), pp.
1196–1199.
The developed methodologies to metasurface-based functional devices for wavefront
control and polarisation manipulation contribute to the practical applications of tera-
hertz technology. Particularly, these devices are integratable in compact systems and








HIS Chapter introduces the fundamental theories of wavefront
control and polarisation manipulation that are relevant to the the-
sis. Specifically, this Chapter focuses on the control of field dis-
tributions and polarisation states of terahertz beams by metasurfaces, so
that they reflect or transmit waves in a desired manner. Wave generation
and propagation models including the Huygens-Fresnel principle and array
theory are employed in this thesis as effective tools, and so they are briefly
presented. Subsequently, some representative wavefront control techniques
such as beam focusing, beam deflection, and Bessel beam generation are




Chapter 2 Background on wave manipulation with flat optics
2.1 Introduction
This Chapter aims to offer a theoretical background for wavefront control and polarisa-
tion manipulation of terahertz waves. Metasurfaces promise versatile functionalities
for wave manipulation, and they are typically composed of subwavelength metallic
or dielectric scattering elements. Thus, the metasurface concept is highly relevant to
diffracting apertures and array antennas. Section 2.2 presents the Huygens-Fresnel
principle and array theory to provide a basis for calculating the field distribution of
diffracting apertures and the radiation pattern of array antennas, respectively. Sec-
tion 2.3 exhibits some exemplary wavefront control techniques that are directly related
to Chapter 3, where a beam focusing reflectarray is realised at terahertz frequencies. Sec-
tion 2.4 discusses polarisation conversion based on transmissive quarter- and half-wave
plates that are relevant to Chapters 5 and 6. In addition, circular polarisation filtering
of selectively transmitting one handedness of circular polarisation while blocking the
other are also discussed in Section 2.4, and the content of this part is relevant to a
transmitarray-based circular polariser design in Chapter 7.
2.2 Wave generation and propagation models
This Section presents wave generation and propagation models consisting of the
Huygens-Fresnel principle and array theory for terahertz beam wavefront control. The
Huygens-Fresnel principle offers an insight into the propagating beam field distribu-
tion of a given diffracting aperture, while array theory provides a way to calculate
the radiation pattern of an array antenna. Moreover, the Huygens-Fresnel principle
generally determines the field at a specific point in the Cartesian space that is at a limited
distance from the diffracting aperture, whereas array theory basically solves the field
delivered into a given direction in spherical coordinates that is in the far-field region
(Headland, 2017). Although the Huygens-Fresnel principle and array theory emphasise
on different aspects of electromagnetic waves propagation, both models are based on a
linear superposition of fields radiated from individual sources. Moreover, both models
can act as effective tools for predicting the propagating beam behaviour imposed by a
metasurface, whose subwavelength resonators can be represented by Huygens’ sources
or individual scattering elements with controllable amplitude and phase responses.
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2.2.1 Huygens-Fresnel principle
The Huygens-Fresnel principle states that each point on a primary wavefront functions
as a source that outputs spherical waves for secondary wavelets, and the wavefront
at a later instant can be found by constructing the envelope of the secondary wavelets
(Goodman, 2005). Each point source that outputs spherical waves is also known as
”Huygens’ source”, and it can be considered as a combination of infinitesimal electric
and magnetic dipoles that are orthogonally arranged (Headland et al., 2018a).
It is assumed that waves propagate along the z-axis in Cartesian coordinates. The field
distributions of a given diffracting aperture in the observation plane can be readily
calculated by using the Huygens-Fresnel principle (Goodman, 2005; Headland et al.,
2018a) as follows




exp(−jkr01)(1 + cos ψ)
2r01
∆x∆y, (2.1)
where A = a exp(jϕ) represents the complex electric field amplitude, in which a is
the scalar field amplitude and ϕ is the phase component. The wavenumber in the
propagation medium is denoted by k. As depicted in Figure 2.1, the distance from
(x, y, 0) to (x′, y′, z) is r01 =
√
(x′ − x)2 + (y′ − y)2 + z2, while the angle between a line
connecting those two points and the z-axis is represented by ψ. The term of (1+ cos ψ)/2
is known as the ”obliquity factor”, which represents the radiation pattern of a Huygens’
source. It should be noted that Equation (2.1) is in the form of Riemann sum, and the









p (x, y, 0)
p' (x', y', z)
Figure 2.1. Huygens-Fresnel principle solution space. A diffracting aperture is located in (x, y, 0)
plane, while field distributions that require to be calculated reside in (x′, y′, z) plane. Points p and p’
are for illustration purpose and they are randomly taken from the diffracting aperture and observation
plane, respectively. The distance between p and p’ is represented by r01, and ψ denotes the angle
between pp’-line and the z-axis. Adapted from Headland (2017).
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is considered to be far greater than one wavelength. Besides, electromagnetic waves
are treated as a scalar field with complex values to simplify the discussion, and their
polarisation is neglected (Headland et al., 2018a).
2.2.2 Array theory
An array antenna consisting of a number of radiating elements is widely adopted to
achieve a desired radiation characteristic such as an increased gain and a prescribed
radiation pattern. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, we consider a linear antenna array
comprised of N elements that are arranged along the y-axis, and the distance between
the adjacent elements is d. It is assumed that the radiated electric field amplitudes of all
elements are equal to E0, and the phase of the nth radiating element is denoted as ϕn. The
radiated electric field of the nth radiating element in the far-field can be expressed as
(Niu, 2015)
En = E0e−j(krn−ϕn), (2.2)
where k is the wavenumber, while rn is the radial distance between the nth radiating
element and a far-field observation point. We consider a progressive phase variation
of ∆ϕ = ϕn+1 − ϕn (n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N − 1) across the N radiating elements, the phase of
the nth radiating element can be written as
ϕn = ϕ1 + (n− 1)∆ϕ. (2.3)
r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 rN








Figure 2.2. Far-field representation of a uniform N-element array positioned along the y-
axis. The N elements in the linear array share a uniform electric field magnitude of E0 and an
equivalent element spacing of d, while the phase difference between the neighbouring elements is
∆ϕ = ϕn+1 − ϕn (n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N − 1). Thus, the main lobe is steered into a direction of θ with
respect to the z-axis. Adapted from Niu (2015).
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It can be inferred from Figure 2.2 that the radial distances of neighbouring elements to
a far-field observation point satisfy rn+1 − rn = −d sin θ (n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N − 1). Hence,
the radial distance of the nth element to an observation point in the far-field can be
written as
rn = r1 − (n− 1)d sin θ. (2.4)
Inserting Equations (2.3) and (2.4) into Equation (2.2), we obtain the radiated electric
field of the nth radiating element in the far-field that can be expressed as
En =E0e−j{k[r1−(n−1)d sin θ]−[ϕ1+(n−1)∆ϕ]}
=E0e−j(kr1−ϕ1)ej(n−1)(kd sin θ+∆ϕ).
(2.5)
It is assumed that the mutual coupling between the adjacent radiating elements is
negligible. The total electric field at the far-field observation point is a vector summation













Equation (2.6) indicates that the total electric field of a uniform array in the far-field is
equal to the electric field of a single element at the reference point multiplied by a factor,
and this factor is known as ”array factor” (Balanis, 2016). Thus, for this N-element





ej(n−1)(kd sin θ+∆ϕ). (2.7)
The array factor of a uniform array depends on the array configuration and phase
distribution across the whole array, and each array has its own array factor. It should
be emphasised that Equations (2.2)–(2.7) assume a constant electric field amplitude
and a progressive phase distribution across the aperture. For the case of an aperture
consisting of radiating elements with arbitrary electric field amplitudes and phases, the
total electric field at the far-field observation point remains as a vector summation of
electric fields from each element, and Equations (2.2)–(2.7) should be altered accordingly
to account for the field variations.
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2.3 Wavefront control
Wavefront control aims to create desired beam patterns in the near- or far-field region
through tailoring the spatial phase distributions of free-space propagating waves (Al-
Naib and Withayachumnankul, 2017). Section 2.2 indicates that the wave propagation
behaviour in the near- or far-field region can be predicted based on the field distribution
over a radiating aperture. Hence, to realise a customised wave behaviour, the field
distribution over the radiating aperture needs to be determined accordingly. Specifically,
wavefront control of propagating beams is best achieved by prescribing the phase
distributions of the radiating aperture rather than the magnitude distributions, so
as to provide a higher efficiency and more degrees of freedom to shape the beam
characteristics. To illustrate the operation mechanism of wavefront control, here some
representative examples are given. For simplicity, the transmitting apertures are situated
at z = 0 and are parallel to the xy-plane.
2.3.1 Beam focusing
Wavefront control techniques can be employed to focus an incident collimated beam
into a focal spot. Figure 2.3 illustrates the principle of phase compensation provided
by a transmitting aperture for realising beam focusing. In Figure 2.3, a hyperboloidal
equiphase profile is formed by the aperture to ensure that all paths from the equiphase
surface to the focal spot share an identical phase retardation, thereby resulting in
constructive interferences at the focal spot. To achieve a convergent beam along the
z-axis with a finite focal length F from the aperture, the required phase distribution
across the transmitting aperture can be calculated by (Headland, 2017)
ϕ(x, y) = k0
(√
F2 + (x2 + y2)− F
)
+ ϕ0, (2.8)
where k0 is the wavenumber in free-space, while ϕ0 denotes an arbitrary phase off-
set. Equation (2.8) suggests that a frequency-dependent phase distribution is expected
to maintain a fixed focal length, while a constant phase distribution would lead to a
varying focal length at different frequencies. A collimated beam propagating along the
z-axis, and impinging on a transmitting aperture is assumed. Figure 2.4(a) illustrates an
example of the required phase distribution across the transmitting aperture for beam
focusing calculated by using Equation (2.8). In Figure 2.4(b), an incident collimated
beam is effectively converted into a convergent beam, while a well-defined focal spot
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is delivered at the focal length of F as depicted in Figure 2.4(c). It should be noted
that the 1/e-radius of the focal spot denoted as w0 is determined collectively by the










Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of an equiphase profile formed by the transmitting aperture
for beam focusing. An incident plane wave propagates along the z-axis, and converges to a focal spot
at z = F. The blue hyperboloidal surface indicates an equiphase surface formed by the transmitting
aperture, and the distance between any point from the equiphase surface and the focal spot is equal
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(b) (c)(a)
Figure 2.4. Beam focusing illustration. (a) Required phase distribution across the radiating
aperture, (b) field distribution of the resultant beam in the transverse xz-plane, and (c) field
distribution of the convergent beam in the focal plane of z = 60λ. The phase distribution shown in (a)
is wrapped into a 360◦ cycle. The white dashed line in (b) denotes the focal plane position. Plot (a)
is produced with Equation (2.8). Plots (b) and (c) are generated by employing the Huygens-Fresnel
principle with Equation (2.1), and both plots are in linear scale and normalised to their respective
maxima. A 2D Gaussian function of 1/e-width 40λ is implemented as the field amplitude distribution
with a discretised step of ∆x = ∆y = λ/5 across the Gaussian-distributed aperture.
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where λ0 is the free-space wavelength. It is worth mentioning that such a device that
transforms an incident collimated beam into an outgoing convergent beam is also
capable of converting a spherical wave into a plane wave in accordance with the
reciprocity theorem.
2.3.2 Beam deflection
Beam deflection involves steering an incident beam off a normal path in the far-field
region. It can be inferred from array theory that the first maximum of the array factor,
which indicates the main lobe of the N-element array antenna radiation pattern, takes
place at
∆ϕ = −k0d sin θ, (2.10)
where k0 is the free-space wavenumber, and d sin θ represents the optical path difference
between the adjacent antenna elements after wave propagation. Equation (2.10) suggests
that to deflect a normally incident plane wave into a bespoke angle of θ away from the z-
axis, a progressive phase change of ∆ϕ provided by the antenna elements is necessary. To
simplify the design and fabrication, a ”sub-array” consisting of scattering elements that
offers the required progressive and cyclic phase is commonly employed. Typically, the
sub-array provides a complete phase cycle of 360◦. Identical sub-arrays are arranged
periodically to form a linear-ramp phase distribution that can be described as
ϕ(x, y) = −k0x sin θ. (2.11)
Figure 2.5 illustrates an example of beam deflection operation, where an incident
collimated beam is deflected into a prescribed angle of θ = 10◦ away from the z-
axis. Figure 2.5(a) shows the required phase distribution across the radiating aperture. It
is noted that the phase distribution is wrapped into a 360◦ cycle, and the linear phase
ramp is eventually turned into a sawtooth function. Figure 2.5(b) depicts the field
distribution of the tilted beam in the transverse xz-plane, and a desired tilting angle of
θ = 10◦ is obtained.
Beam deflection presents the potential of controlling the directionality of terahertz
beams. For narrow-band operation, beam scanning could be achieved provided that
the slope of the linear phase ramp is adjustable at the frequency of interest, so that the
outgoing terahertz beams can continuously scan across a given range of angles. For
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5. Beam deflection illustration. (a) Required phase distribution across the radiating
aperture, and (b) field distribution of the resultant propagating beam in the transverse xz-plane. Plot
(a) is calculated with Equation (2.11), and the phase distribution is wrapped into a 360◦ cycle. Plot
(b) is generated with Equation (2.1), and the electric field distribution is in linear scale and normalised
to its own maximum. A 2D Gaussian function of 1/e-width 20λ is implemented as the field amplitude
distribution with a discretised step of ∆x = ∆y = λ/5 across the Gaussian-distributed aperture.
aperture obtains frequency-dependent beam deflection angles, thus beam scanning
across a given frequency range. On the other hand, in order to maintain a constant
deflection angle over a wide bandwidth, an adjustable phase distribution is expected.
2.3.3 Other beam shapes
The aforementioned beam deflection is mostly relevant to the far-field region, while
beam focusing concerns the near-field regime. Another beam type that operates in
the near-field is the Bessel beam, which experiences a long column of constructive
interference along the propagation direction, thus directing all fields toward the z-
axis. Bessel beams have demonstrated their functionalities in detection (Lv et al., 2020)
and imaging systems (Niu et al., 2019). The required phase distribution for generating
Bessel beams can be expressed as (Headland et al., 2018a)





where θ is the deflection angle. Figure 2.6 presents an example of Bessel beam gener-
ation, where Figure 2.6(a) shows the required phase distribution calculated by using
Equation (2.12) with a deflection angle of θ = 20◦. In Figure 2.6(b), constructive inter-
ferences occur along the z-axis, where most of the energy is concentrated. Figure 2.6(c)
presents the field distribution in the observation plane of z = 40λ, and concentric rings
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Figure 2.6. Bessel beam generation illustration. (a) Required phase distribution across the
radiating aperture, (b) field distribution of the resultant propagating beam in the transverse xz-
plane, and (c) beam pattern in the observing xy-plane at z = 40λ. Plot (a) is created by using
Equation (2.12) with a deflection angle of θ = 20◦, and the phase distribution is wrapped into a 360◦
cycle. Plots (b) and (c) are calculated based on the Huygens-Fresnel principle with Equation (2.1),
and they are in linear scale and normalised to their respective maxima. The white dashed line in
(b) denotes the position of the observation plane. A 2D Gaussian function of 1/e-width 20λ is
implemented as the field amplitude distribution with a discretised step of ∆x = ∆y = λ/5 across the
Gaussian-distributed aperture.
centred around the z-axis can be found. The formalism of concentric rings can be at-
tributed to the interference between waves that have propagated through the z-axis at
an earlier instant and waves that will propagate through the z-axis at a later instant
(Headland et al., 2018a).
Aside from Bessel beams, a myriad of beam behaviours exist, including the so called
”bottle beam” (Arlt and Padgett, 2000) and beams carrying orbital angular momentum
(Sobhani et al., 2016; Rouhi et al., 2019). It is worth noting that a near-arbitrary beam
profile can be possibly achieved by employing the Gerchberg-Saxton phase retrieval
algorithm (Gerchberg, 1972) to calculate its required phase distribution in a source
plane, thus providing a great flexibility for terahertz wavefront control.
2.4 Polarisation manipulation
In addition to wavefront control, terahertz waves polarisation manipulation is also of
great interest for a broad area of applications, namely wireless communications, sensing,
and imaging. Among various functional terahertz devices, waveplates are widely
implemented to realise polarisation conversion, while circular polarisers are adopted to
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achieve circular polarisation filtering. This Section details the specific methodologies
for polarisation manipulation.
2.4.1 Polarisation conversion
Circularly polarised waves are preferable in wireless communications systems, since
they can double channel capacity by encoding distinctive information streams into
circular polarisations with different handednesses. Additionally, circularly polarised
waves are less affected by the varying environmental conditions compared to linearly
polarised waves, making them suitable for long-distance communications. A linearly
polarised incident wave can be effectively transformed into a circularly polarised wave
by using a quarter-wave plate. Figure 2.7 illustrates the functionality of quarter-wave
plates in transmission. A linearly polarised wave propagating along the z-axis is incident
on a quarter-wave plate with an angle of 45◦ with respect to the x-axis, and the electric
field can be decomposed into two orthogonal field components oriented along the x-
and y-directions, respectively. To realise linear-to-circular polarisation conversion, an
identical transmission magnitude for the two orthogonal electric field components and
a phase difference of 90◦ between them is expected. Furthermore, broadband and highly
efficient quarter-wave plates are anticipated to maintain a high transmittance and a








Figure 2.7. Quarter-wave plate operation illustration. A linearly polarised electromagnetic wave
propagating along the z-axis is incident on a transmissive quarter-wave plate with an angle of 45◦
with respect to the x-axis, and then it is effectively converted into a circularly polarised wave.
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Conventional quarter-wave plates can be made of birefringent materials such as crys-
talline quartz (Saha et al., 2012) and liquid crystals (Ji et al., 2018). Birefringent materials
exhibit different refractive indices to the two orthogonal electric field components, and
hence different phase retardations. Figure 2.8 shows the calculated results of a represen-
tative quarter-wave plate made of a single-layer quartz, which presents a refractive index
difference of 0.046 between the x- and y-polarisations at 275 GHz (Grischkowsky et al.,
1990). The quartz is assumed to be lossless. To acquire the desired 90◦ phase difference at
the design centre frequency of 275 GHz, the quartz-based quarter-wave plate thickness













































































Figure 2.8. Quartz-based quarter-wave plate performance. Calculated results of a single-
layer quartz-based quarter-wave plate, showing (a) transmission magnitude, (b) transmission phase
difference between x- and y-polarisations, (c) axial ratio, and (d) efficiency. The efficiency accounts




/2, where Txx and
Tyy denote the transmission coefficients of the x- and y-polarisations, respectively. The quartz-based
quarter-wave plate has a thickness of 5.88 mm. It should be noted that the quartz used here is
assumed to be lossless.
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reflections occur inside of the quartz, leading to Fabry-Pérot fringes, and these multi-
ple reflections severely affect the performance of the quarter-wave plate. Figure 2.8(c)
indicates that this quartz-based quarter-wave plate exhibits a limited 3-dB axial ratio
fractional bandwidth of ∼14.4%, while Figure 2.8(d) suggests that an averaged effi-
ciency of ∼77.2% can be obtained within the frequency band of operation. This limited
3-dB axial ratio relative bandwidth is due to the frequency-dependent phase difference
and Fabry-Pérot interference, whilst the limited efficiency is due to reflection losses.
Another category of waveplates is the half-wave plate. Half-wave plates are capable of
converting linearly polarised waves to their orthogonal counterparts, or transforming
circularly polarised waves from one handedness to the other. A broadband and highly
efficient half-wave plate working in the transmission mode is expected to deliver an
identical and near-unity transmittance for the x- and y-polarisations and a constant
phase difference of 180◦ between them over a wide bandwidth. The aforementioned
birefringent materials used for quarter-wave plates are also capable of making half-
wave plates. Figure 2.9 shows the calculated results of a single-layer quartz-based
half-wave plate. The half-wave plate is assumed to be lossless and exhibits a substantial
thickness of 11.76 mm at the design centre frequency of 275 GHz, corresponding to
10.78λ0, where λ0 denotes the free-space wavelength. Figure 2.9(a) indicates Fabry-
Pérot fringes happen inside of the quartz, while Figure 2.9(b) suggests that the required
transmission phase difference of 180◦ between the two orthogonal polarisations can be
only achieved at 275 GHz. Moreover, Figure 2.9(c) illustrates that this half-wave plate
can effectively transform circularly polarised waves from one handedness to the other
as intended. Hence, the circular polarisation purity of the transmitted wave can be
determined by employing the co- and cross-polarisations transmission magnitudes. The
axial ratio is widely implemented to quantitatively characterise the circular polarisation
purity in the microwave literature, while the extinction ratio functions as its counterpart
in optics. Typically, the axial ratio of 3 dB or less is deemed acceptable for the waves to
considered circularly polarised, and the 3-dB axial ratio is equivalent to an extinction
ratio of ∼15 dB (see Appendix A). Consequently, the 15-dB extinction ratio is used
to characterise the half-wave plate. In Figure 2.9(d), the quartz-based half-wave plate
enables a 15-dB extinction ratio fractional bandwidth of ∼19.1%, with an average
efficiency of 76.5% within the frequency band of operation.
It is obvious that waveplates made of natural birefringent materials suffer from signifi-
cant reflection losses and exhibit a limited relative bandwidth for operation. In addition,
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Figure 2.9. Quartz-based half-wave plate performance. Calculated results of a single-layer
quartz-based half-wave plate, illustrating (a) transmission magnitudes for the x- and y-polarisations,
(b) transmission phase difference between the x- and y-polarisations, (c) co- and cross-polarisations
transmission magnitudes, (d) extinction ratio and efficiency. The extinction ratio is defined as




, where Tcross and Tco represent the transmission coefficients of the
cross- and co-polarisations, respectively. The efficiency accounts for the transmission power of the
cross-polarisation, i.e., |Tcross|2. The quartz-based half-wave plate has a thickness of 11.76 mm. It
should be noted that the quartz used here is assumed to be lossless.
the thickness-dependent phase accumulation makes them prohibitively difficult to
be integrated into compact systems. Besides, there is a scarcity of naturally available
birefringent materials for making waveplates at terahertz frequencies.
2.4.2 Circular polarisation filtering
Circular polarisation filtering is typically achieved by employing circular polarisers
that selectively transmit one handedness of circular polarisation but block the other. At
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terahertz frequencies, circular polarisation filtering is attractive for imaging platforms
to detect chiral structures of different handednesses and for wireless communications
systems to reduce cross-talks. At optical frequencies, circular polarisation selectivity is
desired for applications in color display (Yoshioka et al., 2005), microscopy and photog-
raphy (Loksztejn and Dzwolak, 2010). To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no
naturally existing material that achieves the circular polarisation selectivity function
at terahertz frequencies. A conventional approach to filtering circular polarisation of
one handedness is by using three-dimensional helical structures (Gansel et al., 2009,
2012; Yang et al., 2010a). Typically, helical structures block circularly polarised waves
of the same handedness as their helices, but transmit the other. An example of circular
polariser based on helix arrays is presented by Gansel et al. (2009), where a broad-
band performance at optical frequencies is achieved by combining the internal and
Bragg resonances. However, one prominent drawback associated with the helix-array-
based circular polariser is the increased fabrication complexity of a three-dimensional
structure, making it challenging to realise at terahertz frequencies.
As a planar alternative to three-dimensional helical structures, metasurfaces are promis-
ing candidates for designing circular polarisers. To introduce the chirality as demanded
by circular polarisation filtering, various bianisotropic metasurfaces were presented. For
instance, an optical metasurface based on stacked nanorod arrays with a tailored rota-
tional twist was presented by Zhao et al. (2012), which showed an advantage of relaxing
the stringent alignment requirement that was common in nano-scale fabrications. Addi-
tionally, Huygens’ metasurfaces provide a viable route to circular polarisers (Pfeiffer
and Grbic, 2014). The chirality induced by Huygens’ metasurfaces can be attributed to
the interference of multiple reflections between the metallic layers that incur diverse
phase discontinuities. However, most existing metasurface-based circular polariser
designs in the literature do not involve systematic optimisation methods, leading to
relatively vague design procedures and limited bandwidth (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2014;
Momeni Hasan Abadi and Behdad, 2016a)
2.5 Conclusion
This Chapter has firstly introduced wave generation and propagation models consisting
of the Huygens-Fresnel principle and array theory. It has subsequently implemented the
models to gain an insight into the field distributions of some representative wavefront
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control operations. Moreover, polarisation manipulation and its associated challenges
have been briefly discussed in this Chapter. Polarisation conversion can be realised
by employing waveplates, while circular polarisation filtering can be achieved by im-
plementing circular polarisers. However, conventional waveplates made of natural
birefringent materials typically suffer from substantial thickness, narrow bandwidth,
limited material availability, and significant reflection loss. Circular polarisers are typ-
ically realised by employing three-dimensional structures, thus raising challenges in
micro-fabrication at terahertz frequencies. This Chapter has provided a necessary ba-








EFLECTARRAYS offer unique potential for wavefront control
at terahertz frequencies as they combine the advantages of low
profile of phased arrays and high efficiency of parabolic anten-
nas. However, one challenge associated with reflectarrays is their bandwidth
limitation resulting from the non-linear phase response. To enhance band-
width, a single-layer stub-loaded resonator is proposed for constructing
reflectarrays. This resonator design shows a smooth and near-linear phase
response with a complete 360◦ phase coverage at and around the design
frequency. To demonstrate its capability in realising wavefront control, a
focusing reflectarray is then constructed using the proposed resonator as
a building block. The measured results reveal that the 3-dB relative band-
widths of the reflectarray for the transverse electric (TE)- and transverse
magnetic (TM)-polarised excitations are 23.3% and 23.9%, respectively, while
retaining an efficiency of 71.9% for the TE-polarisation and 71.0% for the
TM-polarisation at the centre frequency of 1.00 THz. The simulation band-
width of this proposed focusing reflectarray is over twice that of an existing
dielectric resonator reflectarray. The proposed resonator has a potential to en-




Chapter 3 Terahertz reflectarray with enhanced bandwidth
3.1 Introduction
Wavefront control, also known as beamforming, is a process to customise field distribu-
tions in the near- or far-field (Al-Naib and Withayachumnankul, 2017; Headland et al.,
2017; Headland et al., 2018a). Representative wavefront control functionalities include
beam focusing (Headland et al., 2016a; Yang et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2017), polarisation-
dependent beam splitting (Niu et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2018b), beam deflection (Niu et al.,
2013), Bessel-beam generation (Meng et al., 2014; Monnai et al., 2015) and contoured
beam synthesis (Zhou et al., 2013, 2014). These operations are of particular significance
to the terahertz regime, as they provide various radiation characteristics desired by
emerging applications. For example, wavefront control techniques can be exploited for
increasing antenna directivity and suppressing sidelobes. These characteristics are of im-
portance for establishing point-to-point terahertz communications links. Conventional
beamformers include lenses, parabolic mirrors, leaky-wave antennas (Tavallaee et al.,
2011), phased arrays (Sun et al., 2013), and diffraction optics (Headland et al., 2016b). As
an alternative, metasurfaces can be applied for wavefront control as they feature flat
profile, high efficiency, light weight, and low manufacturing complexity (Azad et al.,
2017).
Metasurfaces as the two-dimensional counterpart of metamaterials have been widely
adopted in the terahertz region to control the magnitude, phase, and polarisation state
of a reflected or transmitted beam (Luo, 2018; Jeong et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019). One
category of devices that is broadly related to metasurfaces is the reflectarray, which is
an array of grounded resonators that locally alter the phase profile of an incident beam
on reflection to form a predefined radiation pattern (Chen et al., 2016a; Headland et al.,
2018a). The phase imposed to the reflected wave can be controlled at subwavelength
scale by varying the geometrical parameters of each resonator. Typically, a complete
phase coverage of 360◦ introduced by the resonators is necessary and a larger phase
range can be obtained by employing phase wrapping. The main challenge associated
with reflectarrays is their limited bandwidth performance that typically cannot go
beyond 10.0% for moderate-size reflectarrays and even becomes narrower for larger
reflectarrays (Huang and Encinar, 2007). Primarily, two factors contribute to this narrow-
band performance: First, the limited bandwidth of the resonant elements sets an intrinsic
limit to the reflectarray operation. Second, the frequency-dependent spatial phase delay
originating from the varying path lengths from the feed to each resonator on the
reflectarray further restricts the bandwidth performance (Huang and Encinar, 2007).
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It is however, possible to mitigate the first factor of limited resonator bandwidth. As
illustrated in Figure 3.1, a broadband reflectarray is expected to present two distinctive
features: the phase response curve of the resonator should vary smoothly and linearly
as a function of one geometrical parameter, while on the other hand, the phase curves at
different frequencies are supposed to be ideally parallel to each other with a constant gra-
dient (Niu, 2015). An ideal phase profile that shows perfect linearity provides an equal
phase difference at different frequencies so that the bandwidth can be improved. In the
microwave community, overcoming the first bandwidth limiting factor led to intensive
investigations, resulting in the development of topologies, such as aperture-coupled
patches (Carrasco et al., 2006; Carrasco et al., 2007), stacked patches (Chaharmir et al.,
2003), multi-cross loop elements (Chaharmir et al., 2010), parasitic dipoles (Li et al.,
2009), and various other novel elements (Chen et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013a; Qu et al.,
2016). Among these reported studies, some employ multi-layer resonators, which are
difficult to scale for fabrication at terahertz frequencies. For reported single-layer res-
onators, the linearity of the phase response curves requires further improvement and
such structures exist only at microwave and millimetre wave frequencies.
In this Chapter, a reflectarray unit cell based on a single-layer stub-loaded resonator
is presented for wideband operation. Relying on the concept of true-time delay, the
proposed unit cell is capable of offering a smooth and near-linear phase response as a


















Figure 3.1. Ideal phase response of a broadband reflectarray. Ideal phase response characteristics
of a broadband reflectarray at three different frequencies. Here, fl, fc, and fu represent the lower,
centre, and upper operation frequencies, respectively. The length is an abstract parameter representing
one of the geometrical features of the resonator.
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the designed unit cell is then exploited for constructing a terahertz reflectarray to
focus an incident collimated beam into a point at a focal length of F = 150 mm. The
performance of the reflectarray has been experimentally verified. It is noted that this
bandwidth-enhanced focusing reflectarray design is only chosen as an illustrative
example, and that the proposed unit cell has a potential to be configured for other
beamforming functionalities.
3.2 Unit cell design
Figure 3.2 shows the proposed unit cell consisting a top resonator, a cyclic olefin copoly-
mer (COC) spacer with a relative permittivity of εr = 2.33 (Nielsen et al., 2009) and
loss tangent of tan δ = 0.0007 at ∼1.00 THz (Peytavit et al., 2011), and a gold layer as a
ground plane. In order to avoid unwanted grating lobes, the lattice constant is chosen
as a = 120 µm, which corresponds to 0.4λ0 at the design frequency of 1.00 THz. The top
resonator takes the form of a recessed square patch connected to four stubs working
as phase delay lines. The recesses are implemented to realise impedance matching
between the patch and stubs while T-junctions and stub bends are employed to prevent
intersections of neighbouring stubs when their lengths l exceed 32 µm. The width of
stubs is chosen as 5 µm based on the resonator efficiency and phase coverage perfor-
mance. Simulations reveal that narrower stubs degrade the efficiency, while wider ones
reduce the phase coverage. Additionally, chamfers of 5 µm are deployed to reduce the















Figure 3.2. Unit cell geometry. (a) 3D view, and (b) top view. The detailed dimensions are as
follows: a = 120 µm, ts = 36 µm, l1 = 55 µm, l2 = 14.5 µm, l3 = 3
√
2 µm, w1 = w2 = 5 µm,
and l denotes the varying stub length.
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be 36 µm as an acceptable trade-off between resonator efficiency, phase linearity, and
fabrication constraints.
In the proposed resonator, the surface currents are mainly concentrated on the T-
junctions and stubs rather than on the square patch as illustrated in Figure 3.3, demon-
strating the impedance matching functionality of the recesses. Electromagnetic simu-
lations are carried out with the commercial software ANSYS HFSS. The Drude-based
surface impedance of gold at terahertz frequencies is used for computation (Lucyszyn,
2007).
The operation principle of the proposed reflectarray can be explained as follows. A
plane wave illuminating the reflectarray surface couples with the stub-loaded square
patches. The coupled wave travels along the corresponding pair of stubs, depending
on polarisation, and gets reflected at their end. Subsequently, the reflected wave is
re-radiated by the square patch with a phase delay that is roughly proportional to twice
of the stub length (Huang and Encinar, 2007). Consequently, changing the length of
the stubs alters the reflection phase accordingly. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, a smooth
and near-linear reflection phase response with a maximum reflection loss of 1.5 dB
at 1.00 THz can be achieved over the stub lengths of interest under a normally inci-
dent x-polarised excitation. Due to the symmetrical nature of the proposed structure,
the reflection response of the unit cell is polarisation-independent under normal inci-
dence. Phase curves with reasonable linearities at 0.90 THz and 1.10 THz are obtained,





Figure 3.3. Top resonator surface currents distribution. Surface currents distribution on the
top resonator under a normally-incident y-polarised excitation at 1.00 THz with l = 44.5 µm. The
current is in linear scale and the outline box defines the unit cell size.
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Figure 3.4. Simulated reflection responses under normal incidence. Simulated reflection
responses under normal incidence against stub length l at frequencies of 0.90 THz, 1.00 THz, and
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Figure 3.5. Simulated reflection phase responses under normal and oblique incidences. Simu-
lated reflection phase responses against stub length l under normal and oblique incidences at 0.90 THz,
1.00 THz, and 1.10 THz. (a) TE-polarisation and (b) TM-polarisation. Solid lines are for oblique
incidences with an angle of 45◦, and dashed lines are for normal incidences.
demonstrating the potential of the elements for bandwidth enhancement. Moreover,
Figure 3.5 indicates that the reflection phase responses of the proposed unit cell under
an oblique incidence angle of 45◦ for both the transverse electric (TE)- and transverse
magnetic (TM)-polarisations still show close agreement with the normal incidence case
across three frequencies. This weak phase dependence on the incident angle is a result
from the compact patch dimension (l1=∼0.2λ0 at 1.00 THz) that leads to a limited phase





To demonstrate the performance of the designed unit cell, a reflectarray is constructed
to transform a collimated beam into a focused beam. Each resonant element on the
reflectarray surface is tailored to introduce an appropriate phase shift depending on
its specific location. In accordance with Figure 3.6, the incident beam is set to an angle
of θ = 45◦, φ = 0◦, while the reflected beam is determined to be focused at a point that
is 150 mm away from the reflectarray centre towards the direction defined by θ = 45◦,
φ = 180◦. The required phase delay introduced by each resonant element to realise beam
focusing can be described as (Huang and Encinar, 2007; Headland et al., 2018a)
ϕ(xi, yi) = k0(di − (xi cos φ + yi sin φ) sin θ) + ϕ0, (3.1)
where k0 denotes the wavenumber in free-space, di represents the distance between the
focal spot and the centre of the ith element located at (xi,yi,0) in the Cartesian coordinates,
and ϕ0 is the phase offset. Figure 3.7(a) illustrates the required phase distribution across
the reflectarray surface and it is wrapped to 360◦. The stub length distribution on
the reflectarray surface can then be determined from the desired phase distribution
across the surface calculated by Equation (3.1) and the relationship between the stub
length and phase response at 1.00 THz as shown in Figure 3.4(a). Taking the fabrication
feasibility into consideration, the stub length distribution is quantized into 42 levels

















Figure 3.6. Reflectarray focusing operation. A collimated beam impinges on the reflectarray
surface with an incidence angle of θ = 45◦, φ = 0◦, and converges to a point after interacting with
the reflectarray, toward a direction given by θ = 45◦, φ = 180◦. Point P is randomly chosen on the
reflectarray surface for illustration purpose.
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Figure 3.7. Distributions of desired phase response and stub length on the reflectarray
surface for beam focusing. (a) Phase distribution and (b) stub length distribution.
In order to gain an insight into the focusing capability of the constructed reflectarray, a
numerical calculation involving the Huygens-Fresnel principle is employed (Goodman,
2005). Due to the fact that a Gaussian beam cannot be of infinite extent in reality, beam
aperture truncation is then applied. Since the lens employed in the experiment has a
radius of 17 mm, a collimated beam excitation is represented in the calculations as a 2D
Gaussian function, where the beam waist and truncation radius are equal to 17 mm. The
calculated field distribution of the reflected beam for the TM-polarisation converges
along the propagation z′-axis to a focal point that migrates as a function of frequency























Figure 3.8. Frequency-dependent beam focusing operations. Calculated linear field distributions




is maximal at a focal length of F = 150 mm as intended. Further calculations for the
TE-polarisation show comparable results with the TM-polarisation. Thus, the focusing
capability of the proposed reflectarray is numerically verified.
3.4 Fabrication
A sample was fabricated by the Functional Materials and Microsystems Research Group
and the Micro Nano Research Facility at RMIT University. The reflectarray is realised
by commencing with a 200 nm thick gold (Au) layer deposited onto a standard 3 in.
silicon (Si) wafer as a ground plane using electron beam evaporation (PVD75, Kurt J.
Lesker). To realise better adhesion to the substrate, a 20 nm thick layer of chromium (Cr)
is deposited prior and after the Au layer as illustrated in Figure 3.9(a). The Cr/Au/Cr
coated wafer is then cleaned using standard cleanroom cleaning process with acetone,
isopropyl alcohol and water followed by dehydration at 120 ◦C for 5 min. As depicted in
Figure 3.9(b), to realise the dielectric layer, COC mr-I T85-5.0 and mr-I T85-20.0 are spun
(Laurell spinner 650M) sequentially onto the ground plane at 3000 rpm for 30 s each
to achieve a thickness of 36 ± 1 µm, measured with a stylus profilometer (Dektak XT -
Bruker). The COC is dehydrated by ramping the temperature to 145 ◦C for 15 min on a
hot plate, after every spin. Standard photolithography using UV exposure techniques
(SUSS MA6 Mask Aligner/BS Alignment) with AZ5214E as the photoresist is employed
to design patterns of the resonators on the COC dielectric layer. This is followed by a










Cr / Au / Cr layer
AZ5214E Photoresist
Figure 3.9. Fabrication process. (a) Electron beam deposition of Cr/Au/Cr on standard 3 in.
silicon substrate, (b) spin-coating of COC onto substrate, (c) photolithography of reflectarray resonator
patterns, (d) electron beam deposition of Cr/Au, and (e) lift-off process to achieve the gold resonators.
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Figure 3.10. Reflectarray prototype. (a) Photograph of the fabricated sample, and (b) partial
view of the reflectarray.
Figure 3.9(e). Images of the fabricated sample are shown in Figure 3.10. The fabricated
reflectarray has a size of around 50 × 50 mm2, corresponding to 416 × 416 elements
across the reflectarray surface.
3.5 Measurement
A fibre-coupled terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz–TDS) system is employed
to characterise the field profiles of the focal spot and the related quantities such as
bandwidth and efficiency. The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 3.11. A poly-
methylpentene (TPX) lens with a radius of 17 mm collimates the terahertz beam emerg-
ing from the source. The collimated beam (see Appendix B) obliquely impinges on the
























Figure 3.11. Focusing reflectarray characterisation. (a) Reflecctarray experimental setup, and
(b) simplified schematic of the reflectarray characterisation setup.
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receiver is mounted on a platform to raster scan the field profile of the focal spot in
the x′y′-plane that is 150 mm away from the reflectarray centre. The overall scanning
area is 6 × 6 mm2 with a spatial resolution of 80 µm. The TE- or TM-polarisation can be
obtained by rotating both the source and detector around their own axes.
Evaluation of the efficiency requires a reference measurement for normalisation. In this
regard, an off-axis parabolic mirror is employed that has the same focal length and
aperture size as the proposed reflectarray. This off-axis parabolic mirror replaces the
sample in the experiment setup shown in Figure 3.11.
3.6 Results
The calculated and measured magnitude profiles of the focal spot at 1.00 THz for the
TE- and TM-polarisations are given in Figure 3.12. A well-defined beam spot can be
observed from the calculated and measured field amplitude distributions. Specifically,
Table 3.1 shows the details of the calculated and measured beam waists of the focal spot
at 1.00 THz, and thus close agreement is demonstrated.


































Figure 3.12. Linear beam profiles across the focal spot at 1.00 THz. [(a, b)] Calculated and
measured field magnitude profiles with a TE-polarised excitation. [(c, d)] Calculated and measured field
magnitude profiles with a TM-polarised excitation. [(e-h)] Linear transverse magnitudes corresponding
to [(a-d)]. Both calculated and measured magnitudes are normalised to their own maxima.
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Table 3.1. Beam waist comparison. Beam waists of the calculated and measured focal spot at
1.00 THz. The units are in mm.
TE-polarisation TM-polarisation
x′-axis y′-axis x′-axis y′-axis
Calculation 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3
Measurement 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.2
The measured field magnitude distributions at different frequencies for the TE- and
TM-polarisations are depicted in Figure 3.13. It is shown that a clearly-defined focal spot
can be sustained from 0.91 to 1.15 THz and from 0.92 to 1.17 THz for the TE- and TM-
polarisations, respectively. Due to the fact that the beam waist is roughly proportional
to the wavelength, the focal spot is expected to decrease when the operation frequency
increases (Headland et al., 2016a). However, the measured focal spot size is slightly
increased when the operation frequency goes beyond 1.00 THz. This deviation can
be ascribed to beam squint effect resulting from the frequency-dependent phase shift
across the reflectarray surface (Targonski and Pozar, 1996). Moreover, the imperfection
of the input collimated beam, whose calculated Gaussicity is 3.4% at 1.00 THz, also
contributes to the discrepancy. Aberration effects are visible around the focal spots as
shown in Figure 3.13. They are likely caused by rotational misalignment (Headland,
2017), i.e., the collimated beam incidence angle is slightly deviating from the predefined
(c) 1.00 THz (d) 1.05 THz (e) 1.10 THz
(g)  0.93 THz(g) 1
(f) 1.17 THz(a) 0.91 THz (b) 0.95 THz













−3 0 3 −3 0 3 −3 0 3 −3 0 3 −3 0 3 −3 0 3
Emax
0
Figure 3.13. Linear magnitude profiles of the focal spot at different frequencies. [(a-f)]
TE-polarisation, and [(g-l)] TM-polarisation. The measurements are taken at the fixed focal plane of
F = 150 mm, and these beam profiles are normalised to their own maxima.
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45◦. The concentric rings around the focal spot known as Airy patterns can also be seen
from Figure 3.13, resulting from the beam truncation.
Two important measures of the unit cell design are bandwidth and efficiency. This infor-
mation can be inferred from the focusing capability of the reflectarray. The 3-dB band-
width is calculated based on a single-pixel measurement of the frequency-dependent
field power taken at the maximum field amplitude of the focal spot, F = 150 mm. As
shown in Figure 3.14, the measured results reveal the 3-dB fractional bandwidths of
23.3% for the TE-polarisation and 23.9% for the TM-polarisation, within the range of
0.91 to 1.15 THz and 0.92 to 1.17 THz, respectively. Further simulations reveal that the
proposed reflectarray exhibits over twice 3-dB simulation bandwidth compared with
focusing reflectarrays formed by two existing resonator designs at terahertz frequencies
(Niu et al., 2013; Headland et al., 2016a). In addition, the proposed reflectarray shows an
improved measurement bandwidth compared with the measured 18.0% of a dielectric
resonator reflectarray at the same efficiency (Headland et al., 2016a).
The efficiency of the device can be estimated by integrating the total power over the focal
plane of the proposed reflectarray and comparing the result with the corresponding
power delivered by a reference off-axis parabolic mirror with the same aperture size
and focal length. Figure 3.15 shows the measured efficiencies of the manufactured
reflectarray for the TE- and TM-polarisations. It can be seen that the measured efficiency
at the design frequency of 1.00 THz is 71.9% for the TE-polarisation and 71.0% for






















Figure 3.14. Focusing reflectarray bandwidth. Bandwidth of the reflectarray estimated based on
the peak field power at the fixed focal spot that is 150 mm away from the reflectarray centre. Both
calculated and measured results are normalised against their own maxima. The black dashed line
denotes the −3 dB threshold.
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Figure 3.15. Measured efficiency of the focusing reflectarray. The efficiency is calculated by
normalising the integrated power over the focal plane delivered by the reflectarray with that imparted
by a reference off-axis parabolic mirror with the same aperture size and focal length.
TE-polarisation and 1.10 THz as 75.9% for the TM-polarisation. However, the dielectric
resonator reflectarray exhibits a higher maximum measured efficiency from 0.99 THz
to 1.16 THz compared with the proposed reflectarray, resulting from the low loss of
dielectric resonators.
It is worth noting that metallic resonators are employed for the proposed unit cell
design as they offer low profile and reduced fabrication complexity compared with
dielectric resonators. However, metallic-resonator reflectarrays typically suffer from
non-negligible conductor loss at terahertz frequencies (Headland et al., 2015; Walia et al.,
2015). In contrast, dielectric resonators possess an advantage of being low loss, i.e. they
can attain higher radiation efficiency. The main concerns when employing dielectric
resonators are an increased manufacturing complexity and the strong mutual coupling
between neighbouring dielectric resonators resulting from their non-negligible thick-
nesses (Headland et al., 2017). Importantly, achieving linear phasing with dielectric
resonators is challenging.
3.7 Conclusion
We propose a unit cell based on a single-layer stub-loaded resonator that can provide
a smooth and near-linear phase response. The proposed unit cell has a potential to
construct beamformers with enhanced bandwidth. A focusing reflectarray has been
presented as a platform to demonstrate the performance of this proposed unit cell. The
focusing capability of the constructed reflectarray has been experimentally verified,
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showing a measured 3-dB relative bandwidth of 23.3% for the TE-polarisation spanning
from 0.91 THz to 1.15 THz, and 23.9% for the TM-polarisation ranging from 0.92 THz
to 1.17 THz. The reflectarray bandwidth can be further enhanced independently of
the resonant element by employing a phase synthesis approach (Mao et al., 2015). The
constructed reflectarray can also transform an incident spherical wave into a collimated
beam in accordance with the reciprocity theorem. Potential applications of the designed
unit cell include terahertz communications, sensing and imaging. The proposed unit
cell could also serve as a basic building element to realise dynamic scanning provided







N order to harness the capabilities of terahertz waves, various
transmitarray-based devices have been developed recently. How-
ever, due to the absence of systematic optimisation methodologies,
most existing designs leave room for further performance improvement. To
facilitate the transmitarray design and optimisation, a broadband semi-
analytical approach is developed on the basis of an existing narrowband
methodology. The broadband approach incorporates network analysis and
genetic algorithm to determine the optimal frequency-independent circuit
parameters for transmitarrays, so that pre-specified transmission coeffi-
cients can be achieved over a wide bandwidth. As a proof-of-concept, a
terahertz antireflection transmitarray is rigorously designed based on this
approach. Simulation results indicate that the proposed transmitarray can
effectively suppress the reflection at an air-silicon interface to a level below
−20 dB from 203 GHz to 357 GHz at normal incidence, with a transmission
efficiency above 96.1%. Moreover, further simulations suggest that the pre-
sented antireflection transmitarray is robust to obliquely incident waves. The
broadband design approach is capable of configuring diverse transmitarrays
for wavefront control and polarisation manipulation.
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4.1 Introduction
This Chapter introduces a broadband semi-analytical approach for transmitarray de-
signs in Section 4.2, which is an extension of the method presented by Pfeiffer and Grbic
(Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2014). The original method targets optimal performance with a
limited bandwidth. The broadband approach incorporates network analysis and genetic
algorithm, in which the network analysis investigates the scattering characteristics of
anisotropic transmitarrays, while the genetic algorithm determines the optimal circuit
parameters to attain the desired transmission coefficients over a wide bandwidth.
In order to illustrate and verify the functionality of the broadband approach, Section 4.3
presents an antireflection transmitarray that is rigorously designed based on this ap-
proach. As a result of the systematic optimisation procedure, the presented antireflection
transmitarray mitigates reflection and enhances transmission at an air-silicon interface
over a wide bandwidth. The broadband approach presented in this Chapter provides
a way to realise various wideband and highly efficient terahertz transmitarrays for
wavefront control and polarisation manipulation, and some representative devices will
be proposed and demonstrated with experimental validation in Chapters 5 – 7.
4.2 Broadband semi-analytical approach
To begin with, we consider a transmitarray cascading three metallic layers separated by
two dielectric spacers made of the same material as illustrated in Figure 4.1. For each
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    (η2) Ys1 Ys3Ys2
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Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of a transmitarray unit cell and its equivalent circuit model
along one polarisation. (a) Transmitarray comprises three metallic layers and two subwavelength
dielectric spacers made of the identical material. (b) Equivalent circuit model of the transmitarray
under one specific polarisation. The transmitarray is hosted in between Regions 1 and 2, whose
impedances are denoted as η1 and η2, respectively. The wavenumer and wave impedance of the
dielectric spacer are represented as kd and ηd, respectively.
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LC circuit behaviors along the x- and y-axes. Here, we select an anisotropic pattern with
equivalent parallel LC circuits as an illustrative example, but this pattern could also be
in other forms including equivalent series LC circuit or purely inductive or capacitive
circuits. For simplicity, it is assumed that all metals employed are lossless at this stage,
thus the admittance tensor of each metallic layer is purely imaginary. Based on the











where (Lxi, Cxi) and (Lyi, Cyi) are the pattern-equivalent inductance and capacitance
along the x- and y-axes, respectively. The off-diagonal terms are equal to zero, indicat-
ing that there is no cross-coupling introduced by the pattern. Note that the analytical
approach presented by Pfeiffer and Grbic (2014) solved for the optimal admittance at
the design centre frequency, thus resulting in narrow-bandwidth designs. Moreover,
the optimal admittance at the frequency of interest can be physically realised by a vast
number of (L, C) combinations, and hence diverse metallic patterns. Nevertheless, only
very few metallic patterns are capable of providing a large bandwidth and enhanced
efficiency. Hence, here the frequency-dependent admittance is decomposed into the
frequency-independent inductance and capacitance, so as to numerically explore the
transmitarray dispersive performance within the frequency band of interest. The trans-
fer matrix method is implemented to describe the scattering property of the mentioned
anisotropic transmitarray configuration, which comprises three metallic layers sepa-
rated by two subwavelength dielectric spacers. These dielectric spacers can be modeled
as transmisson lines along the z-axis. Hence, the total 4×4 ABCD transfer matrix of the





 cos(kdd1)I −j sin(kdd1)ηdn




 cos(kdd2)I −j sin(kdd2)ηdn






where I = [1 0;0 1] denotes the identity matrix and n = [0 −1;1 0] represents the 90◦
rotation matrix. The wavenumber and wave impedance of the dielectric spacer are
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denoted by kd and ηd, respectively, while d1 and d2 are the dielectric spacer thick-
nesses. Each element in the final ABCD matrix is a 2×2 tensor corresponding to the
x- and y-polarisations. It should be emphasised that here only propagating modes are
accounted for. Evanescent modes resulting from the near-field coupling are assumed
to be negligible, which is a valid approximation provided that electrically large spac-
ings between the metallic layers are adopted. A small unit cell size together with a
reasonably large layer spacing are beneficial to the accuracy of the analytical model
(Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2014). Once the ABCD matrix is established, the S-parameters of the
anisotropic transmitarray under linearly polarised incident waves at normal incidence
can be written as S11 S12
S21 S22
 =













where S is a 2×2 tensor for the x- and y-polarisations, while η1 and η2 are the wave
impedances of Regions 1 and 2, respectively. At this stage, the S-parameters of the
anisotropic transmitarray for two orthogonal linear polarisations can be readily calcu-
lated based on the equivalent inductances and capacitances of each metallic layer. Con-
versely, a stipulated S-parameter specification can be obtained by implementing a
genetic algorithm to determine the optimal circuit parameters fitting the require-
ments. Specifically, the genetic algorithm starts from an initial group that consists
of various individuals with genes formed by circuit parameters. Since the circuit param-
eters implemented here are frequency-independent, the scattering characteristics of the
transmitarray can then be numerically investigated over the frequency range of interest
using Equations (4.1)-(4.3). Thus, the fitness of each parameter set is evaluated based
on its scattering characteristics using an application-defined cost function. As such, the
optimal circuit parameters are eventually selected to collectively achieve a transmission
performance that closely approximates the objectives over the targeted frequency band.
Once the optimal inductances and capacitances are determined, their physical real-
isations can be implemented by designing specific metallic patterns. To realise each
metallic layer, the simulation starts from a pattern with arbitrary dimensions but with
equivalent circuits along the x- and y-axes are predominately parallel LC circuits. The
pattern is then evolved to reproduce the optimal circuit parameters provided by the
broadband semi-analytical approach. The metallic pattern equivalent inductance and
capacitance along the x- or y-polarisation can be calculated based on the simulated ad-
mittances. For each metallic layer, the corresponding admittance tensor can be extracted
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where η′1 and η
′
2 are the wave impedances of the adjoining media. Hence, for each
metallic layer and each polarisation, the two unknowns of (L, C) can be analytically
solved by retrieving the Y-parameters at two different frequencies. The equivalent
inductance and capacitance are then compared with the optimal values from the semi-
analytical approach, and the metallic pattern is altered accordingly until the obtained
simulated values match the optimal ones. Note that the physical realisations of the three
metallic layer are carried out separately.
4.3 Terahertz antireflection transmitarray
Owing to the advantages of high transparency and ultra-low dispersion, some dielectric
materials such as high-resistivity silicon have been widely utilised for various compo-
nents, for example, antennas (Headland et al., 2018b; Withayachumnankul et al., 2018),
windows (Wagner-Gentner et al., 2006), waveguides (Gao et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2019b;
Headland et al., 2019, 2020b; Gao et al., 2021), beam splitters (Homes et al., 2007), and
lenses (Kononenko et al., 2020; Headland et al., 2020a). For silicon to function as terahertz
windows, substrates, and lenses, one inherent challenge is the relatively high refractive
index that leads to a strong Fresnel reflection at a silicon-air interface. Silicon exhibits a
refractive index of 3.42 at terahertz frequencies (Dai et al., 2004), resulting in a reflection
magnitude as high as −5.2 dB or 30% of incident power at normal incidence. Hence,
it is of significance to mitigate reflection at the air-dielectric interface to minimise the
power loss in various systems.
Conventionally, quarter-wavelength antireflection coatings made of a single-layer di-
electric film with a matched refractive index can be employed to reduce reflection in a
narrow bandwidth. Their operation mechanism can be explained in term of destructive
interference of electromagnetic waves at one wavelength, where waves reflected at an
air-coating interface and coating-dielectric interface experience a phase difference of an
odd multiple of 180◦. To enhance bandwidth, multi-layer dielectric films with carefully
selected refractive indices and thicknesses can be implemented for reflection reduction
(Hosako, 2005). However, very few low-loss materials present the desired refractive
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indices at terahertz frequencies. Alternative approaches to realising antireflection in-
clude surface relief structures (Brückner et al., 2007) and all-dielectric moth-eye coatings
(Yu et al., 2019a), which have been shown to exhibit an improved bandwidth however
at the cost of a complicated fabrication process.
In addition to the aforementioned methodologies, a myriad of transmitarray-based
devices have been reported to function as antireflection coatings (Zhang et al., 2014;
Zhao et al., 2018b; Pecora et al., 2018). For instance, an antireflection transmitarray em-
ploying split-ring resonators and metal meshes exhibited a relatively strong robustness
to obliquely incident waves, but merely enabled a reflectance below −20 dB under
normal incidence over a fractional bandwidth of 5.2% (Chen et al., 2010). To enhance
bandwidth, a bi-layer transmitarray based on cross-resonators was presented and a
−20-dB reflectance was demonstrated over a relative bandwidth of 21.9% (Huang et al.,
2017). There is a room for further performance improvement that could be achieved by
enhancing the design process with a systematic optimisation approach.
In this Section, a wideband and highly efficient terahertz antireflection transmitarray is
designed as a proof-of-concept for the broadband approach proposed in Section 4.2. The
presented antireflection transmitarray is designed to cover the WR-3.4 waveguide
frequency range from 220 GHz to 330 GHz (Hesler et al., 2007), corresponding to a
relative bandwidth of at least 40%. This frequency band of interest is designated for
point-to-point terahertz communications (IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee,
2017). The proposed transmitarray cascades three metallic layers that are separated by
two dielectric spacers, and its isotropic response to incident waves at normal incidence
can be described by using Equations (4.2)–(4.3). The broadband approach can facilitate
the antireflection transmitarray design by providing optimal circuit parameters. Subse-
quently, physical realisations of the three metallic layers are carried out separately to
reproduce their corresponding circuit parameters. Lastly, 3D full-wave simulations are
conducted to evaluate the performance of the antireflection transmitarray.
4.3.1 Design
To minimise the reflection at an air-dielectric interface, we consider a transmitarray that
comprises three metallic layers and two dielectric spacers as depicted in Figure 4.2. Here
we employ silicon as the substrate for illustration purpose, and the substrate can be other
dielectrics or semiconductors such as gallium arsenide, germanium, and indium tin
oxide. A tri-layer structure promises more degrees of freedom than a single- or bi-layer
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Figure 4.2. Schematic illustration of a tri-layer antireflection transmitarray unit cell bonded
to a silicon substrate. The transmitarray is composed of three metallic layers that are separated by
two dielectric spacers made of the same material, and it is hosted in between air and silicon. The
considered high-resistivity silicon has a relative permittivity of εsi = 11.68 and loss tangent of
tan δsi ≈ 0.00002 at terahertz frequencies (Dai et al., 2004). The wave impedances of air and silicon
are η1 = 377 Ω and η2 = 377/
√
εsi (Ω), respectively.
design, so that the bandwidth can be broadened. In order to achieve a polarisation-
insensitive response at normal incidence, a pattern of four-fold symmetry is expected
for each metallic layer. Thus, the equivalent circuits of each metallic layer along the x-
and y-polarisations are identical, and they can be parallel LC or series LC circuits. To
illustrate the admittance tensor of each metallic layer, we assume here that the responses
of an ith metallic layer along the x- and y-axes can be described by an equivalent series















where Li and Ci are the pattern-equivalent inductance and capacitance along the x-
or y-axis. To enhance efficiency, ultra-low loss cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) layers
with a relative permittivity of εcoc = 2.33 and loss tangent of tan δcoc = 0.0005 from
220 GHz to 330 GHz are implemented as dielectric spacers (Nielsen et al., 2009). A
spacer can be modeled as a transmission line section as indicated in Equation (4.2),
while its wavenumber kd and wave impedance ηd are determined based on the complex
relative permittivity to account for its material loss. Consequently, the S-parameters of
the whole structure can be calculated by inserting Equations (4.5) and (4.2) into Equa-
tion (4.3). Since the incident and reflected waves propagate in the same medium, hence
the reflectance can be denoted as R = |S11|2. However, the incident and transmitted
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waves travel in two different media, thus the transmittance under normal incidence




(Hecht, 2002). It is noted that the
reflectance R and transmittance T are both 2× 2 tensors for the x- and y-polarisations.
In order to employ the semi-analytical approach to facilitate and optimise the transmi-
tarray design, an objective is set for the device performance. We aim at designing an
antireflection transmitarray that is capable of suppressing the reflection magnitude to
be lower than −20 dB, while maintaining the transmission magnitude to a level above
−0.5 dB from 220 GHz to 330 GHz. As a constraint, the achievable ranges of inductance
and capacitance within a unit cell of a certain lattice constant are explored by employing
3D full-wave simulations, and the implemented patterns can be modeled as equiva-
lent series LC circuits along the x- and y-polarisations. Furthermore, a COC thickness
range from 50 µm to 200 µm is assigned, where the fabrication feasibility is accounted
for. From an equivalent circuit model of the entire structure, the broadband approach is
able to find the optimal frequency-independent circuit parameters of (Li, Ci) for the ith
metallic layer and thickness profiles of (d1, d2) for the dielectric spacers. It is noted that
parallel LC circuits have been attempted but their performance is inferior to series LC
circuits for this application. Table 4.1 shows the optimal circuit parameters provided
by this approach, while the optimal dielectric spacer thicknesses are d1 = 162 µm and
d2 = 57 µm.
Once the optimal circuit parameters are determined, a pattern simulation is conducted to
physically realise the corresponding circuit parameters for each metallic layer. Full-wave
simulations are carried out with the commercial software ANSYS HFSS. Figures 4.3(a-c)
illustrate the simulation settings for the three metallic layers, where a periodic and
infinite array is assumed via master-slave boundary conditions to bound the trans-
verse planes of a unit cell. An excitation is provided by Floquet ports, where port
Table 4.1. Calculated optimal circuit parameters provided by the broadband semi-analytical
approach for the antireflection transmitarray. Distinctive equivalent series LC circuits are
employed for the three metallic layers, while the circuit models of each metallic layer along the x-
and y-polarisations are identical. The units for inductances and capacitances are pH and fF, respectively.
Top layer Middle layer Bottom layer
L1 C1 L2 C2 L3 C3
5.5 0.5 33.4 2.0 84.5 0.7
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de-embedding to the pattern surfaces are applied to extract the intrinsic responses of the
patterns without propagation effects in the media. In order to minimise the metal loss,
gold is utilised for metallic layers, while its surface impedance at terahertz frequencies
is detailed by a Drude model (Lucyszyn, 2007).
A physical realisation of each metallic layer is carried out by developing patterns of
four-fold symmetry. To avoid diffraction and to obtain a relatively strong robustness to
obliquely incident waves, a subwavelength unit cell size of a = 120 µm is chosen, which
corresponds to 0.13λ0 or 0.45λsi at 330 GHz, where λ0 and λsi denote the wavelengths
in free-space and silicon, respectively. The admittance tensor of each metallic layer can
Air Gold COC





























Figure 4.3. Full-wave simulation settings and unit cell geometry of the proposed antireflec-
tion transmitarray. (a) Top layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) bottom layer simulation settings. Master-
slave boundary conditions are employed in the unit cell transverse planes to mimic a periodic and
infinite array. Floquet ports are implemented as an excitation, while the arrows in (a-c) depict port
phase de-embedding to acquire the intrinsic responses from the patterns. (d) 3D view of a complete
transmitarray unit cell, (e) top, (f) middle, and (g) bottom metallic layers.
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be extracted based on the simulated reflection coefficients by using Equation (4.4). There-
after, the equivalent inductance and capacitance of each layer derived based on the
simulated admittance tensor are then compared to the optimal circuit parameters as
presented in Table 4.1, and the metallic pattern is adjusted accordingly to match the
optimal values.
Figures 4.3(d-g) show the physically realised unit cell geometry of the antireflection
transmitarray, and its detailed structural parameters are presented in Table 4.2. Typ-
ically, a wide metallic strip provides a relatively low equivalent inductance, hence a
strip width of wt1 = 40 µm is employed for the top metallic layer to meet the required
inductance of L1 = 5.5 pH. On the other hand, thin metallic strips of wb1 = 5 µm are
implemented for the bottom metallic layer to obtain the desired relatively high induc-
tance of L3 = 84.5 pH. For the middle metallic layer, a high equivalent capacitance
of C2 = 2.0 fF is demanded, and thus isosceles-trapezoid metallic patches are closely
arranged.
Table 4.2. Physical dimensions of the transmitarray unit cell. The units are in µm.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
a 120 lm1 15
d1 162 lm2 40
d2 57 wm1 5
lt1 10 wm2 3
lt2 17 wm3 39
wt1 40 lb1 43
wt2 55 wb1 5
4.3.2 Simulation results
The calculated and simulated results of the proposed transmitarray, conventional an-
tireflection coating, and bare silicon are given in Figure 4.4. The simulated results of the
proposed transmitarray show an excellent agreement with the calculated ones provided
by the optimal circuit model, thus suggesting negligible near-field couplings between
metallic layers. Further simulations reveal that the slight deviation between them is
mainly contributed from metal loss, which has been accounted for in the 3D full-wave
simulation but assumed to be negligible in the circuit model. Simulation results reveal
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that the proposed structure maintains a reflection magnitude below −20 dB and a trans-
mission magnitude above −0.17 dB from 203 GHz to 357 GHz, corresponding to a rela-
tive bandwidth of 55.0% and a minimum efficiency of 96.1%. COC has a refractive index
of ncoc = 1.53 that approximates an optimal refractive index value of
√
nairnsi = 1.85 for
constructing an antireflection coating at the air-silicon interface. Hence, a conventional
antireflection coating made of COC with a quarter-wavelength thickness of 179 µm is
considered as a comparison. Simulation results indicate that the COC-based antireflec-
tion coating enables a minimum reflection magnitude of −14.46 dB at the design centre
frequency of 275 GHz. It can be inferred from Figure 4.4 that the proposed antireflection
transmitarray shows a remarkable reflection suppression and significant transmission
enhancement compared to the COC-based antireflection coating.
Figure 4.5 depicts the simulated performance of the transmitarray and conventional
COC-based antireflection coating in response to obliquely incident waves. For the an-
tireflection transmitarray, a −20-dB reflection magnitude can be sustained in a limited
range up to an incidence angle of 30◦ for the TE-polarisation and an angle of 45◦ for
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Figure 4.4. Calculation and simulation results of the proposed structure, quarter-wavelength
COC coating, and bare silicon. (a) Transmission magnitude and (b) reflection magnitude. The
calculated results of the proposed structure and quarter-wavelength COC coating are provided by the
corresponding circuit models, while the calculated performance of the bare silicon are obtained by
using Fresnel equations. The simulated results of the three structures are presented by 3D full-wave
simulations. The COC-based antireflection coating is designed at 275 GHz, and it has a thickness
of 179 µm. It is found that 30% of the incident power is reflected at the air-silicon interface for a
bare silicon slab. The shaded area marks the frequency range of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz,
defined for the WR-3.4 waveguide band.
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from 220 GHz to 330 GHz for the transmitarray, additional simulations reveal that
the incidence angle should be confined to 25◦ for the TE-polarisation and 30◦ for the
TM-polarisation. The transmission magnitude is less affected by the incidence angle for
both TE- and TM-polarisations. The relatively strong robustness of the transmitarray at
oblique incidence can be explained in terms of the implemented subwavelength unit cell
size (a = 0.13λ0 at 330 GHz). A small unit cell is beneficial to achieving a limited phase
difference between unit cell edges under oblique incidence. Further, reducing the total
dielectric spacer thickness from the employed d1 + d2 = 219 µm (0.24λ0 at 330 GHz)
to a smaller value is expected to obtain an increased robustness to obliquely incident
waves. Importantly, Figure 4.5 further demonstrates the significant antireflection perfor-
mance improvement of the transmitarray compared to the conventional antireflection
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Figure 4.5. Simulation results of the antireflection transmitarray and quarter-wavelength
COC coating under oblique incidence. (a) Transmission magnitude and (b) reflection magnitude
for the TE-polarisation. (c) Transmission magnitude and (d) reflection magnitude for the TM-
polarisation. The shaded area marks the frequency range of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz,
defined for the WR-3.4 waveguide band.
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Table 4.3. Performance comparison between the proposed antireflection transmitarray and
representative existing designs. Simulation and measurement bandwidths are defined based on re-
flection magnitude below −20 dB. GaAs indicates gallium arsenide, and it has a refractive index of 3.56.
Structure Centre Dielectric Metallic Simulation Measurement Reference
frequency interface layers bandwidth bandwidth
(GHz) (%) (%)
Cross-resonators 880 Silicon 2 4.6 21.9 Huang et al. (2017)
Circular cylinders 910 Silicon 2 4.4 4.1 Chang et al. (2018)
Split-ring resonators 1545 GaAs 2 5.8 5.2 Chen et al. (2010)
Square holes 5040 Silicon Tri-layer 8.3 13.7 Chen and Zhang (2014)
all-dielectric
This work 280 Silicon 3 55.0 –
The performance of the proposed antireflection transmitarray is compared to notable
designs from the literature as shown in Table 4.3. Simulation results suggest that the
proposed structure exhibits an advantageous performance over the existing designs in
terms of the relative bandwidth defined by R < −20 dB. Bi-layer antireflection struc-
tures employing cross-resonators (Huang et al., 2017) and circular cylinders (Chang et al.,
2018) were developed based on etched silicon. Despite of their advantages of reduced
structure complexity, both designs exhibited a limited fractional bandwidth. An array
of split-ring resonators and metal meshes were implemented to construct an antireflec-
tion transmitarray, and it showed an excellent robustness to obliquely incident waves
(Chen et al., 2010). However, due to the absence of a magnetic response, this transmitar-
ray maintained a near-zero reflection in a narrow bandwidth. Besides, an all-dielectric
structure relying on gradient index theory was presented to suppress reflection at the
air-silicon interface, but the obtained −20-dB simulation reflection relative bandwidth
was confined to 8.3%, and fabrication challenges arose resulting from the employment
of tri-layer square holes. The enhanced bandwidth of the proposed transmitarray can
be attributed to the involved systematic procedure for performance optimisation.
4.4 Conclusion
This Chapter has introduced a broadband semi-analytical approach incorporating net-
work analysis and genetic algorithm for transmitarray designs. In this approach, the
network analysis aids rapid calculation of the scattering characteristics of the anisotropic
transmitarray, while the genetic algorithm as an optimisation algorithm is employed to
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determine the optimal frequency-independent circuit parameters to achieve a desired
performance. As a proof-of-concept, a wideband and highly efficient antireflection trans-
mitarray is rigorously designed with the aid from the broadband approach. Simulation
results suggest that the proposed transmitarray is able to suppress reflection at the
air-silicon interface to a level below −20 dB from 203 GHz to 357 GHz, while a trans-
mission magnitude above −0.17 dB can be maintained. To achieve a wider bandwidth,
the broadband approach can readily account for more metallic layers at a minimum
computational cost. Importantly, this proposed approach is capable of configuring







OLARISATION conversion devices are key components in
spectroscopy and wireless communications systems. Conven-
tional terahertz waveplates made of natural birefringent materi-
als typically suffer from low efficiency, narrow bandwidth, and substantial
thickness. To overcome the limitations associated with conventional wave-
plates, a terahertz quarter-wave transmitarray with enhanced efficiency and
wide bandwidth is proposed. The quarter-wave transmitarray is rigorously
designed based on a broadband semi-analytical approach employing net-
work analysis and genetic algorithm. Simulation results suggest that the
design can achieve linear-to-circular polarisation conversion with a 3-dB
axial ratio relative bandwidth of 53.3%, spanning 205 GHz to 354 GHz. The
measurement results confirm that the proposed design enables a 3-dB axial
ratio from 205 GHz to at least 340 GHz with a total efficiency higher than
70.2%, where the upper frequency bound is limited by the available experi-
mental facility. This quarter-wave transmitarray can cover an entire terahertz
electronics band, and can be scaled to cover other nearby bands, which are
technologically significant for future portable systems.
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5.1 Introduction
Birefringent materials such as crystalline dielectrics (Grischkowsky et al., 1990; Chen et al.,
2013b) and wood (Reid and Fedosejevs, 2006) provide distinct refractive indices to elec-
tric field components along two orthogonal directions, thus lead to different phase
accumulations. By carefully controlling the thickness of a birefringent material, a pre-
scribed phase difference between the two electric field components can be achieved at a
given frequency. However, waveplates made of quartz using one single-layer typically
feature narrow bandwidth of ∼14.4% and significant reflection and absorption losses. A
multi-layer quartz-based waveplate was presented to improve the relative bandwidth to
32%, but exhibited a bulky configuration for an efficiency of 50% (Chen et al., 2013b). Al-
ternative wave-plate construction methods involving the effective medium theory (Levy
and Fainman, 2004; Nagai et al., 2014) or the form-birefringence methodology (Hu et al.,
2018; Shi and Hao, 2018) demand further efficiency and bandwidth enhancement. As a
substitute, polarisation conversions can be implemented by employing transmitarrays.
Transmitarrays formed by periodically arranged subwavelength resonators can be ex-
ploited to locally manipulate the amplitude, phase, and polarisation state of transmitted
waves. Transmitarrays have demonstrated their extraordinary electromagnetic prop-
erties in wavefront shaping (Pfeiffer et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2017) and polarisation
control (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2013a; Fan et al., 2015). More specifically relevant to this
Chapter, transmitarrays are also capable of providing designable birefringence to realise
quarter-wave plates for conversion between linear and circular polarisations. In the
microwave engineering community, strip gratings were employed in a quarter-wave
plate design (Blanco and Sauleau, 2018), with a limited 3-dB axial ratio relative band-
width of 20%. A quarter-wave plate based on reactive impedance surfaces exhibited a
relative bandwidth of 40%, but the six layers of metal would be prohibitively difficult
to fabricate at terahertz frequencies (Momeni Hasan Abadi and Behdad, 2016b). In
the millimetre-wave region, a tri-layer quarter-wave plate exhibited a simulated 3-dB
axial ratio fractional bandwidth of 40% and an efficiency above 59.2% (Pfeiffer and
Grbic, 2013c). However, the quarter-wave plate design did not involve optimisation
algorithms, which leaves room for performance improvement. In the terahertz domain,
split ring resonators (Han et al., 2018) and metal slots (Wang et al., 2015a) have been
reported to realise linear-to-circular polarisation conversion with an efficiency of 62%
and 30%, respectively, requiring further efficiency improvement. In the optics region,
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waveplates typically show low transmittance, resulting from the relatively high metal
losses at optical frequencies (Yu et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013).
In this Chapter, we propose a broadband quarter-wave transmitarray with enhanced
efficiency. The proposed design targets coverage of the WR-3.4 waveguide frequency
range from 220 GHz to 330 GHz, which is foreseen for point-to-point terahertz com-
munications (IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee, 2017). The quarter-wave
transmitarray consists of three metallic layers separated by two dielectric spacers. Each
metallic layer can be modeled as a parallel LC circuit along the x- or y-polarisation, while
the dielectric spacers are represented by transmission lines in the z-direction. Thus, the
broadband semi-analytical approach presented in Chapter 4 is implemented to optimise
the quarter-wave transmitarray via an equivalent circuit model, so that a low axial ratio
and high transmission can be maintained over a wide bandwidth. The transmitarray is
then physically realised by designing a particular pattern for each metallic layer, which
reproduces the calculated optimal circuit parameters.
5.2 Design
Here, we design a quarter-wave transmitarray that comprises three metallic layers
separated by two dielectric spacers. Figure 5.1(a) illustrates a transmitarray structure
with identical top and bottom layers, and the two dielectric spacers having the same
thickness. The induced currents on the middle layer generated by the –x-directed quasi-

















Figure 5.1. Induced currents and electric field distributions of the transmitarray. (a) Schematic
diagram of the induced currents on the transmitarray generated by a quasi-static magnetic field
along the –x-axis. The top and bottom layers are identical, and the dielectric spacers share the same
thickness. (b) Sketch of the electric field distributions contributed from the electric and magnetic
dipoles of equal strength.
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(Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2013c). As a result, the three metallic layers collectively interact with
the electric field, while the magnetic response is shaped only by the top and bottom
layers. Therefore, design priority is given to the top and bottom layers to manipulate the
magnetic response firstly, while the middle layer is subsequently tailored for the electric
response without affecting the magnetic field. Consequently, the electric and magnetic
responses are controlled separately, and thus each unit cell acts as a Huygens’ source that
consists of crossed electric and magnetic dipoles of equal strength. Figure 5.1(b) depicts
the electric fields generated by the electric and magnetic dipoles, where electric fields
present equal strength and opposite signs in the z < 0 space but the same sign in the
z > 0 space. As a result, a destructive interference occurs in the z < 0 space that leads to
a reduced reflection from the transmitarray, while a constructive interference happens in
the z > 0 space that results in an improved transmission (Decker et al., 2015). Therefore,
a large transmission phase tuning range can be accomplished simultaneously with a
high transmittance by properly controlling electric and magnetic dipole responances,
leading to an efficiency-enhanced transmitarray (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2013c; Jia et al., 2015;
Shalaev et al., 2005).
In order to facilitate the design process and optimise the device performance, the
quarter-wave transmitarray is designed with an aid from the broadband semi-analytical
approach. When the quarter-wave transmitarray is illuminated by an incident wave
that is linearly polarised at 45◦ with respect to the major principal axis, the x- and
y-polarisations are equally excited. Hence, we can choose a pattern for each metallic
layer that exhibits distinctive equivalent parallel LC circuit behaviors along the x- and
y-axes. It should be noted that here the equivalent parallel LC circuit is chosen as an
illustrative example, and the metallic pattern could also be in other forms including
equivalent series LC circuit, or purely inductive or capacitive circuits. For simplicity, it is
assumed that all materials employed are lossless at this stage. Based on the assumptions
above, the admittance tensor of an ith metallic layer can be written as Equation 4.1. In
order to reduce the material loss, ultra-low loss cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) is applied
for the dielectric spacers. COC shows a relative permittivity of εr = 2.33 and loss tangent
of tan δ = 0.0005 from 220 GHz to 330 GHz (Nielsen et al., 2009). The dielectric spacers
can be modeled as transmisson lines along the z-axis. Hence, the total 4×4 ABCD
transfer matrix of the transmitarray that comprises three metallic layers separated by
two subwavelength dielectric spacers can be expressed as Equation 4.2. Once the ABCD
matrix is established, the S-parameters of the anisotropic transmitarray under linearly
polarised incident waves at normal incidence can be obtained by using Equation 4.3.
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To achieve circular polarisation with high efficiency and high purity, the quarter-wave
transmitarray requires near-unity transmittances for the two orthogonal electric field
components, and a constant quadrature phase difference between them. Therefore, the
design objectives can be expressed as
|Sxx21 |2 = |S
yy
21 |





Possible range for the inductance and capacitance within a certain unit cell size are
estimated based on the simulations of metallic patterns with equivalent parallel LC
circuits along the x- and y-polarisations. Considering the feasibility for fabrication of a
dielectric spacer and the assumption of negligible evanescent modes, a spacer thickness
range from 100 to 200 µm is specified for the targeted frequency range between 220 GHz
and 330 GHz. With the constraints identified, a cost function is assigned in the genetic
algorithm to find the optimal (Lxi, Cxi, Lyi, Cyi) for the ith metallic layer and the desired
thickness d for the dielectric spacers, with the aim of satisfying the objectives over a
wide bandwidth. Table 5.1 shows the calculated optimal inductances and capacitances
for the quarter-wave transmitarray provided by the outlined broadband semi-analytical
approach, while the thickness of each dielectric spacer is found to be d = 195 µm.
Once the optimal set of (Lxi, Cxi, Lyi, Cyi) is determined for the ith metallic layer, a
search for the corresponding physical structure is conducted by following the procedure
presented in Chapter 4. Electromagnetic simulations are performed with the commercial
software ANSYS HFSS. To minimise the metal loss, gold is utilised for the metallic layers,
and its surface impedance at terahertz frequencies is described by a Drude model
(Lucyszyn, 2007). In order to avoid diffraction, a lattice constant of 540 µm is chosen,
Table 5.1. Calculated optimal frequency-independent circuit parameters for the quarter-
wave transmitarray, provided by the broadband semi-analytical approach. The equivalent
inductance and capacitance of the ith metallic layer along the x- and y-axes are denoted as (Lxi,
Cxi) and (Lyi, Cyi), respectively. The units for inductances and capacitances are pH and fF, respectively.
Top/bottom layer Middle layer
x-axis y-axis x-axis y-axis
Lx1 Cx1 Ly1 Cy1 Lx2 Cx2 Ly2 Cy2
170.5 0.9 265.6 1.9 123.1 0.7 212.6 2.7
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which corresponds to 0.5λ0 at the design centre frequency of 275 GHz. Figure 5.2 shows
the physically realised structure of a quarter-wave transmitarray unit cell. As mentioned,
the top and bottom metallic layers are identical to enhance the efficiency, while the
equivalent circuit of each metallic layer under the x- or y-polarisation is basically a
parallel LC circuit as implemented in the broadband semi-analytical approach. Detailed
dimensions of the structure are illustrated in Table 5.2. Notably, a strip width of 4 µm
(wt1 = wm1 = 2 µm) is desired at the unit cell borders to provide the optimal equivalent
inductance under the y-polarisation. Simulations suggest that the transmitarray exhibits
a large tolerance to the strip width variation up to wt1 = wm1 = 10 µm.
Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) show the transmission coefficients of the quarter-wave transmi-
tarray as calculated using the broadband semi-analytical approach and the 3D full-wave
simulation. Since the calculation does not account for near-field coupling, the close
agreement between the simulation and calculation results implies negligible coupling
effects. Within the frequency range of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz, the maxi-

























Figure 5.2. Unit cell geometry of a complete quarter-wave transmitarray. (a) 3D view, (b) top




Table 5.2. Detailed dimensions of the quarter-wave transmitarray unit cell. The units are
in µm.
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
a 540 wt3 101 lm3 49
d 195 gt1 10 wm3 20
lt1 47 gt2 111 lm4 198
wt1 2 lm1 50 wm4 10
lt2 54 wm1 2 gm1 5
wt2 108 lm2 18 gm2 199































































































Figure 5.3. Transmission coefficients and transmitted wave circular polarisation purity of
the quarter-wave transmitarray. (a) Transmission magnitude, (b) transmission phase, (c) axial
ratio, and (d) extinction ratio and ellipticity. The calculated results are provided by the semi-analytical
approach, while the simulated results are obtained from 3D full-wave simulation. The shaded area
marks the frequency range of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz.
respectively, while the phase difference between the two components remains close
to 90◦. Moreover, simulations reveal that the reflection magnitudes for the x- and
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y-polarisations from 220 GHz to 330 GHz are less than −5.75 dB and −7.41 dB, respec-
tively. Thus, the transmitarray power loss is mainly from reflections instead of material
losses. However, the material losses considered in the simulation, together with the
deviation between the optimal and obtained equivalent inductances and capacitances
collectively contribute to the discrepancy between the calculated and simulated results.
The complex transmission coefficients presented by the semi-analytical approach and
the 3D full-wave simulation suggest that the quarter-wave transmitarray realises linear-
to-circular polarisation conversion upon transmission. In order to rigorously quantify
the performance of the quarter-wave transmitarray, the axial ratio of the transmitted
wave is evaluated. The axial ratio refers to the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis
of the transmitted wave polarisation ellipse, which can be written as (Balanis, 2016)
AR =
√√√√√√E2xo + E2yo +
[
E4xo + E4yo + 2E2xoE2yo cos(2∆φ)
]1/2
E2xo + E2yo −
[
E4xo + E4yo + 2E2xoE2yo cos(2∆φ)
]1/2 , (5.2)
where Exo = |Sxx21 | and Eyo = |S
yy
21 | are the transmission amplitudes of the x- and y-
polarisations, respectively, and ∆φ = ∠Sxx21 − ∠S
yy
21 is the phase difference between
them. It is possible to relate the axial ratio to the extinction ratio and the detailed
derivation is shown in Appendix A. It is noted that the commonly used 3-dB axial ratio
criterion corresponds to an extinction ratio of ∼15 dB. To further evaluate the transmi-
tarray polarisation conversion performance, the Stokes parameters of the transmitted
wave is calculated using (McMaster, 1954)
S0 = |Exo|2 + |Eyo|2
S1 = |Exo|2 − |Eyo|2
S2 = 2|Exo||Eyo| cos(∆φ)
S3 = 2|Exo||Eyo| sin(∆φ).
(5.3)
The output wave ellipticity is defined as χ = S3/S0, where χ = 1 indicates an ideal
left-handed circularly polarised (LHCP) output wave, while χ = −1 denotes a perfect
right-handed circularly polarised (RHCP) output wave. Figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) depict
the axial ratio, extinction ratio, and ellipticity of the transmitted wave obtained from
the semi-analytical approach and simulation, revealing that a simulated 3-dB axial ratio
fractional bandwidth of 53.3% can be sustained over a frequency range extending from
205 GHz to 354 GHz. Additionally, the simulated ellipticity from 220 GHz to 330 GHz
is above 0.99, while the axial ratio remains lower than 1.21 dB that corresponds to an




A sample manufacture was undertaken by the Functional Materials and Microsystems
Research Group and the Micro Nano Research Facility at RMIT University. The three-
layer quarter-wave transmitarray is fabricated using a micro fabrication approach that in-
volves multiple steps of photolithography and polymer bonding. This process is applied
due to the limitations associated with the COC processing (Ako et al., 2020b,a). Figure 5.4
shows the simplified illustration of the fabrication process. The bottom metallic layer
of Au resonators are printed onto a 5 µm-thick COC (mr-I T85-20.0) supporting layer
using standard photolithography (MLA150 Maskless Aligner, Heidelberg Instruments)
and metal evaporation (Kurt J. Lester E-beam Evaporator Deposition PVD75, at 0.5 A/s)
techniques. Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is employed as a sacrificial layer to
ease the release of COC from the supporting Si wafer. To realise the first spacer, a
free-standing COC film is prepared separately by spin-coating COC (mr-I T85-20.0)
on a separate wafer with PMMA sacrificial layer. Herein, a COC film thickness of
190 ± 10 µm is obtained by spin-coating COC (mr-I T85-20.0) 6 times at 3000 rpm. The
COC is properly dehydrated after every spin. The released COC film is then bonded
to the bottom metallic layer using a wafer bonder (Hot Embosser/Bonder/Thermal
NIL EVG) at 100 ◦C and 600 N. The middle metallic layer is then printed onto the
bonded spacer. The second spacer is also prepared in a similar way as the first spacer,
and bonded to the middle metallic layer using the same bonding conditions. This is
followed by the printing of the top metallic layer onto the second spacer. The metal-
lic pattern alignment is conducted with the aid of cross alignment markers on each





Bottom metallic layer processing
Bond processing
Spacer processing
Figure 5.4. Fabrication process. The three-layer quarter-wave transmitarray employs two subwave-
length COC spacers.
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Figure 5.5. Fabricated quarter-wave transmitarray prototype. (a) Photograph of the fabricated
sample, and (b) magnified view containing two unit cells. The wrinkle part shown in (a) contains air
bubbles introduced during the fabrication. The top layer is shifted −24 µm (4% of the unit cell size)
along the x-axis and 48 µm along the y-axis relative to the middle and bottom layers.
5.4 Measurement
To validate its performance, the manufactured quarter-wave transmitarray is charac-
terised using a Keysight Precision Network Analyzer (PNA) together with VDI WR-3.4
Extension Modules. We configure the extension modules so that they operate from
205 GHz to 340 GHz, which is beyond their typical frequency coverage of 220 GHz
to 330 GHz (Hesler et al., 2007). As illustrated in Figure 5.6(a), a vertically polarised
incident wave is collimated by Lens 1 and then focused onto the sample after propa-
gating through Lens 2. Lens 3 collimates the transmitted wave, while Lens 4 focuses
the collimated wave onto the receiver. As a result, the fabricated sample with a size
of 50 mm×50 mm is illuminated by the incident beam with a focal spot of ∼1 mm in
diameter. In addition, the Rayleigh range of the incident beam equals 0.72 mm at the
design centre frequency of 275 GHz, and the three metallic layers are therefore included
inside of the Rayleigh range of the focused beam. Thus, a normally incident plane wave
illumination is assumed over the entire measurement frequency range. The employed
WR-3.4 metallic waveguides have a length of 25.4 mm, and in this waveguide, the
cross-polarised wave manifested as the TE01 mode is below its cutoff frequency. As a
consequence, no polarisers are required to screen the cross-polarisation component that
experiences an attenuation of 31 dB/mm at 300 GHz in this waveguide. The transmis-
sion coefficients of the quarter-wave transmitarray under the x- and y-polarisations are
measured separately by rotating the sample. As a reference, a measurement is taken




Figures 5.6(b) and 5.6(c) depict the simulated and measured transmission coefficients of




















































































































Figure 5.6. Experimental setup and comparison between the simulated and measured results.
(a) Schematic of the experimental setup using Keysight PNA and VDI WR-3.4 Extension Modules. Four
lenses are used for collimating and focusing the beam. The measurement frequency band ranges
from 205 GHz to 340 GHz. (b) Transmission magnitude, (c) transmission phase, (d) axial ratio,
(e) extinction ratio and ellipticity, and (f) total efficiency. All transmission measurements are normalised
against the reference measurement taken without the sample. The measured phase profiles for the
x- and y-polarisations are offset by a constant value to coincide with simulations. The shaded area
marks the frequency range of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz.
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results reveal that the maximum transmission loss is limited to 1.75 dB, and the phase
difference between the x- and y-polarisations remains very close to 90◦, leading to an
axial ratio below 3 dB, an extinction ratio higher than 15 dB, and an ellipticity above
0.94 from 205 GHz to 340 GHz as shown in Figures 5.6(d) and 5.6(e), respectively. More
specifically, the measured axial ratio from 220 GHz to 330 GHz is lower than 1.25 dB
that corresponds to a measured extinction ratio above 22.88 dB, while the measured
ellipticity is above 0.99. The maximum frequency in the measurements is constrained
by the available characterisation facility, but a general agreement with the simulation
results is expected. The slight deviations between the measured and simulated results
can be attributed to the unavoidable fabrication and experiment tolerances, the former
of which could be dominant as suggested by further simulations. Moreover, Figure 5.6(f)
illustrates the total efficiency of the proposed design, accounting for the total transmit-
tance of the x- and y-polarisations, i.e., (|Sxx21 |2 + |S
yy
21 |2)/2. The simulated total efficiency
from 205 GHz to 354 GHz is higher than 77.4%, whilst the measured total efficiency
from 205 GHz to 340 GHz is above 70.2%, corresponding to a measured insertion loss
below 1.54 dB. It is noted that the 45◦ polarised incident wave with respect to the x-axis
gives LHCP output waves. RHCP waves can be obtained by rotating this structure
by 90◦ around the z-axis. Importantly, the measured results further confirm that the
proposed design is robust to the metallic layer shift.
A performance comparison of the proposed work with notable existing designs from the
literature is given in Table 5.3. To simplify the comparison, a figure of merit is included
to quantify the bandwidth and total efficiency collectively. It can be seen that the existing
designs exhibit a modest figure of merit. In general, microwave-based quarter-wave
plates basically show a higher figure of merit than those at terahertz frequencies, as a re-
sult of a relatively low material loss and ease of fabrication at microwave frequencies. In
the terahertz domain, most reported waveplates have limited bandwidth or efficiency,
resulting in a remarkably low figure of merit. Comparing with the existing quarter-
wave plates, our proposed design involves a systematic optimisation methodology and
provides an advantageous bandwidth, efficiency, and figure of merit. Importantly, the
design can cover a full WR-3.4 waveguide frequency band from 220 GHz to 330 GHz
(Hesler et al., 2007), which is technologically significant and foreseen for point-to-point
terahertz communications (IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee, 2017). De-
spite the restrictions in material and fabrication, the bandwidth and total efficiency
of the transmitarray are the highest amongst other broadband terahertz quarter-wave
plates. In addition, a high output wave polarisation purity with an axial ratio lower than
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Table 5.3. Comparison between the proposed design and notable transmissive quarter-wave
plates. FoM is the abbreviation of ”Figure of Merit”, representing the product of bandwidth and
total efficiency. PEN indicates polyethylene naphthalate, while BCB denotes bisbenzocyclobutene.
Structure Metallic Spacer Centre Bandwidth Minimum FoM
Layers Material Frequency (AR < 3 dB) Efficiency
(GHz) (%) (%) (%)
Microwave-based
Meander line and loop (Fei et al., 2015) 1 Duroid 5880 24 47 50 24
Cross strips (Wang et al., 2020) 2 Taconic TLY-5 24 74 47 35
Strip gratings (Blanco and Sauleau, 2018) 5 Duroid 5880 27 20 93 19
Reactive surfaces 6 Duroid 6010 10 40 74 30
(Momeni Hasan Abadi and Behdad, 2016b)
Terahertz-based
Split slot ring (Euler et al., 2010) 1 Silicon 325 12 45 5
Metal slots (Wang et al., 2015a) 1 PEN 870 5 30 2
Metal gratings (Cong et al., 2014) 2 Polyimide 1180 44 42 19
Split ring resonators (Han et al., 2018) 2 BCB 980 12 62 7
This work 3 COC 280 53 70 37
1.25 dB is achieved within the frequency band of interest. The transmitarray bandwidth
and efficiency enhancement can be attributed to the optimal frequency-independent
circuit parameters provided by the broadband semi-analytical approach, which can
deliver a constant quadrature phase difference and high transmittances for the two
orthogonal electric field components over a wide bandwidth. In addition, the tri-layer
transmitarray manipulates the electric and magnetic dipoles separately, further con-
tributing to the efficiency improvement that cannot be achieved by the single- and
bi-layer designs as presented in Table 5.3.
5.6 Robustness to fabrication and oblique incidence
In order to further investigate the performance of the proposed structure, this Sec-
tion presents its robustness in response to spacer thickness variations, metallic layer
misalignments, and obliquely incident waves.
5.6.1 Spacer thickness tolerance
Figure 5.7 illustrates the transmitarray tolerance to the spacer thickness variations. It
can be seen that an axial ratio lower than 1.7 dB and a total efficiency higher than
64.6% can be sustained from 220 GHz to 330 GHz when the spacer thickness d deviates
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Figure 5.7. Simulated performance of the quarter-wave transmitarray with different spacer
thicknesses. (a) Axial ratio and (b) total efficiency. The shaded area marks the frequency range of
interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz.
±40 µm (±20.5%) from the optimal value of d = 195 µm. However, decreasing the spacer
thickness would lead to a blue shift of the operation frequency. Figure 5.7 suggests that
the proposed structure is relatively insensitive to tolerances in spacer thickness. This
can be explained by the relatively large electrical spacing between the metallic layers
that leads to a negligible near-field coupling.
5.6.2 Misalignment tolerance
It can be inferred from Figure 5.5 that the top metallic layer of the fabricated prototype
is misaligned with respect to the middle and bottom layers, which is shifted −24 µm
(4% of the unit cell size) and 48 µm along the x- and y-axes, respectively. Figure 5.8
shows the simulated transmission coefficients of the aligned and misaligned trans-
mitarrays and confirms that the proposed structure is relatively insensitive to such a
misalignment. This robustness is as a result of the homogeneity of each layer and the
minimal near-field coupling among different layers. To further explore the misalign-
ment tolerance of the transmitarray, two possible shifts of the top and bottom layers
are investigated in simulations. Figure 5.9 suggests that an axial ratio below 3 dB and
a total efficiency above 79.2% can be effectively maintained from 220 GHz to 330 GHz
for the two scenarios, indicating that the presented transmitarray relaxes the alignment
requirement in multilayer structure fabrications.
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Figure 5.8. Simulated transmission coefficients of the transmitarray with and without the
top layer misalignment. (a) Transmission magnitude, and (b) transmission phase. The top layer of
the fabricated prototype is shifted −24 µm (4% of the unit cell size) along the x-axis and 48 µm
along the y-axis, relative to the middle and bottom layers. The shaded area marks the frequency

















































































Figure 5.9. Simulated axial ratio and total efficiency of the quarter-wave transmitarray with
and without misalignment. [(a, b)] Top layer shifts along the x- and y-axes are both 200 µm (37%
of the unit cell size). [(c, d)] Middle layer shifts along the x- and y-axes are both 120 µm (22% of
the unit cell size). The shaded area marks the frequency range of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz.
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5.6.3 Oblique incidence
Figure 5.10 illustrates the simulated performance of the transmitarray in response to
obliquely incident waves of θ = 10◦ in the xoz and yoz planes. It can be seen that the axial
ratio is less than 2.2 dB over the frequency range of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz,
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(a)
Figure 5.10. Simulated performance of the transmitarray at normal and oblique incidences.
(a) Axial ratio and (b) total efficiency. The shaded area marks the frequency range of interest from
220 GHz to 330 GHz.
5.7 Conclusion
A broadband terahertz quarter-wave plate that allows linear-to-circular polarisation
conversion is constructed on the basis of a three-layer transmitarray configuration. The
device is developed and optimised using a broadband semi-analytical approach that
targets broadband and high-efficiency performance. A measured axial ratio of less than
3 dB can be sustained from 205 GHz to at least 340 GHz, where the highest frequency
is limited by the measurement facility. In addition, the proposed design demonstrates
its robustness to the metallic layer misalignments. A misaligned fabricated prototype
with its top layer shifted −4% of the unit cell size along the x-axis and 8% of the unit
cell size along the y-axis shows a close transmission performance with the aligned
structure. As such, the proposed transmitarray relaxes the fabrication requirements at
terahertz frequencies. This quarter-wave transmitarray design can be readily integrated







N this Chapter, we numerically and experimentally demonstrate
a terahertz half-wave transmitarray. To overcome the bandwidth
and efficiency limitations associated with conventional bulky wave-
plates, the concept of Huygens’ surface is adopted for this design. The
transmitarray is designed to emulate the optimal frequency-independent
circuit parameters provided by a broadband semi-analytical approach. Sim-
ulation results of an optimal design suggest that a 15-dB extinction ratio
can be sustained from 219 GHz to 334 GHz, corresponding to a fractional
bandwidth of 41.6% or an entire terahertz electronics band, while the cross-
polarisation transmission efficiency is above 72.3%. The measured results
indicate that the fabricated structure enables a 15-dB extinction ratio from
220 GHz to 303 GHz with a cross-polarisation transmission efficiency be-
yond 76.7%. This half-wave transmitarray design can be useful for studies
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6.1 Introduction
We presented a terahertz quarter-wave transmitarray in Chapter 5, which is capable
of realising linear-to-circular polarisation conversion upon transmission over a wide
bandwidth. The presented quarter-wave transmitarray was designed with an assistance
from the broadband semi-analytical approach presented in Chapter 4, and it overcomes
the limitations set by conventional bulky waveplates made of natural birefringent
materials. In order to further investigate the capability of the broadband approach and
to develop functional devices for imaging and communications, we present a half-wave
transmitarray design in this Chapter. The design can convert linearly or circularly
polarised incident waves into their orthogonal counterparts.
Despite the fact that various transmitarray-based half-wave plates have been developed
across the electromagnetic spectrum, from microwave (Khan and Tahir, 2017), terahertz
(Ako et al., 2020a; Moreno-Peñarrubia et al., 2020), to optical frequencies (Kruk et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2017), most existing designs merely manipulate the electric field of
incident waves, resulting in a limited efficiency. In addition to that, challenges associated
with fabrication complexity and high material losses further contribute to efficiency
degradation at terahertz frequencies. To enhance efficiency and transmission phase
coverage, the concept of ”Huygens’ surface” was introduced by Pfeiffer and Grbic
(Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2013b; Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2013c; Pfeiffer et al., 2014). Each unit cell
of a Huygens’ surface can be considered as a combination of orthogonally arranged
infinitesimal electric and magnetic dipoles. By controlling the resonance of these electric
and magnetic dipoles, a large transmission phase coverage accompanied with high
transmittance can be obtained (Decker et al., 2015).
In this Chapter, we present a three-layer terahertz half-wave transmitarray with en-
hanced bandwidth and efficiency. The presented half-wave transmitarray aims to
cover the WR-3.4 waveguide frequency band, spanning 220 GHz to 330 GHz (Hes-
ler et al., 2007), which is foreseen for point-to-point terahertz communications (IEEE
802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee, 2017). Relying on the concept of Huygens’ sur-
face, the proposed structure cascades three metallic layers to form circulating electric
currents, so as to generate a magnetic response. The three metallic layers in combina-
tion can be represented by equivalent circuit models, which describe the response to
orthogonal linearly-polarised incident waves. The broadband approach of Chapter 4 is
employed to facilitate design and optimisation by providing frequency-independent
circuit parameters. A physical realisation of each metallic layer is subsequently carried
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out to reproduce these optimal circuit parameters. To verify the design, the half-wave
transmitarray has been fabricated and experimentally evaluated.
6.2 Design
We consider a transmitarray cascading three metallic layers separated by two dielectric
spacers as illustrated in Figure 6.1. A minimum of three metallic layers are needed to
gain a full control over the electric and magnetic responses (Pfeiffer et al., 2014), so
that the transmitarray can produce an arbitrary transmission phase together with high
transmittance. Two equivalent circuits are required for each metallic layer to describe the
responses to the x- and y-polarisations. The equivalent circuits can be purely inductive
or capacitive, or series or parallel combination between them. In order to simplify the
design, metals are assumed to be lossless. To illustrate the admittance tensor of each
metallic layer, we assume here an ith metallic layer that provides purely inductive
and capacitive responses for the x- and y-polarisations, respectively. Therefore, its





where Lxi and Cyi are the equivalent inductance and capacitance along the x- and y-
axes, respectively. For a mirror-symmetric pattern, the cross-coupling of each metallic
layer is negligible, hence the off-diagonal elements are equal to zero. Ultra-low loss
cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) is employed for the dielectric spacers in the design to
minimise the material loss. These dielectric spacers can be represented by transmission









Figure 6.1. Schematic illustration of a three-layer transmitarray unit cell. The transmitarray
is comprised of three metallic layers and two subwavelength dielectric spacers.
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analytical approach. COC presents a relative permittivity of εr = 2.33 and loss tangent of
tan δ = 0.0005 from 220 GHz to 330 GHz (Nielsen et al., 2009). The cumulative response
of the entire transmitarray can be calculated by using Equations (6.1), (4.2), and (4.3).
As an objective, a broadband and highly efficient half-wave transmitarray is anticipated
to provide an identical and near-unity transmittance for the x- and y-polarisations, and
a constant phase difference of 180◦ between them over a wide bandwidth. To set a
constraint, the possible range of achievable inductance and capacitance within a unit
cell of certain size is explored via 3D full-wave simulations, where metallic patterns of
different equivalent circuits under a specific polarisation are implemented. To minimise
the near-field coupling between the metallic layers and taking fabrication feasibility
into consideration, a dielectric spacer thickness range between 100 µm and 200 µm
is specified within the frequency band of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz. With
objectives and constraints identified, the outlined broadband semi-analytical approach
is employed to find the optimal frequency-independent circuit parameters (Lxi, Cyi) for
the ith metallic layer, as well as the thicknesses of dielectric spacers. Optimisation of
the circuit model reveals that the desired performance can be achieved by employing
metallic layers that provide purely inductive and capacitive responses for the x- and
y-polarisations, respectively. Table 6.1 details the optimal frequency-independent circuit
parameters provided by this approach for an optimal half-wave transmitarray, and the
dielectric spacer thicknesses are determined to be d1 = d2 = 115 µm.
In order to realise the half-wave transmitarray, patterns that provide near purely in-
ductive responses for the x-polarisation and near purely capacitive responses for the
y-polarisation are designed following the procedure presented in Chapter 4. Electromag-
netic simulations are carried out with the commercial software ANSYS HFSS. Gold is im-
plemented for each metallic layer to minimise the metal loss and its surface impedance
at terahertz frequencies is described by a Drude model (Lucyszyn, 2007). In order to
avoid diffraction and to make the structure relatively insensitive to obliquely incident
Table 6.1. Calculated optimal frequency-independent circuit parameters provided by the
broadband semi-analytical approach. The units for inductances and capacitances are pH and fF,
respectively.
Top layer Middle layer Bottom layer
Lx1 Cy1 Lx2 Cy2 Lx3 Cy3
193.9 2.4 321.1 4.6 270.7 2.8
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waves, a subwavelength lattice constant of a = 300 µm is selected, which is equal to
0.33λ0 at 330 GHz. Figure 6.2 illustrates the unit cell geometry of the proposed optimal
half-wave transmitarray, while its dimensions are detailed in Table 6.2. In Figure 6.2,
a thin metallic strip oriented along the x-axis is determined for each metallic layer to
provide a relatively high equivalent inductance, while metallic patches are in parallel
along the y-axis to introduce a high equivalent total capacitance but a minimised total
inductance. Moreover, the metallic patches are in series along the x-axis, so that the cor-
responding equivalent capacitance can be minimised. The mentioned optimal thickness
of 115 µm suggested from circuit optimisation for each dielectric spacer was determined
based on the assumption of negligible near-field coupling between the metallic lay-
ers. However, 3D full-wave simulation reveals that a weak near-field coupling exists
and leads to a blue shift of the operation frequency. Hence, 125 µm-thick COC spacers
are adopted for the physically realised structure to alleviate the coupling effect and shift
the centre operation frequency to ∼275 GHz.

























Figure 6.2. Unit cell geometry of the optimal half-wave transmitarray. (a) 3D schematic view
of a complete unit cell, (b) top, (c) middle, and (d) bottom metallic layers.
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Table 6.2. Geometrical parameters of the optimal half-wave transmitarray unit cell. The
units are in µm.
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
a 300 wt2 11 wm1 40 lb1 140
d1 125 gt1 9 wm2 28 wb1 35
d2 125 gt2 20 wm3 4 wb2 5
lt1 132 lm1 43 gm1 5 gb1 5
wt1 35 lm2 54 gm2 20 gb2 25
Figure 6.3 shows the complex transmission coefficients provided by the broadband semi-
analytical approach and the 3D full-wave simulation. A reasonable agreement between
the calculated and simulated results is achieved, while the slight deviation between
them can be attributed to a weak near-field coupling between the metallic layers,
and the non-negligible capacitances and inductances along the x- and y-polarisations,
respectively. Figure 6.3(a) indicates that the maximum simulated insertion losses from
220 GHz to 330 GHz for the x- and y-polarisations are 2.84 dB and 1.02 dB, respectively,
while Figure 6.3(b) suggests that the simulated transmission phase difference between
the two orthogonal polarisations remains close to 180◦ within the targeted band. These
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Figure 6.3. Calculated and simulated complex transmission coefficients of the optimal half-
wave transmitarray provided by the broadband semi-analytical approach and the 3D full-wave
simulation. (a) Transmission magnitude and (b) transmission phase. The shaded area marks the
frequency range of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz, defined for the WR-3.4 waveguide band.
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broadband half-wave transmitarray. In order to further validate the performance of the
proposed structure, a half-wave transmitarray is fabricated.
6.3 Fabrication and measurement
Images of the fabricated sample are shown in Figure 6.4. The sample was manufactured
by the Functional Materials and Microsystems Research Group and the Micro Nano
Research Facility at RMIT University. The fabrication process is described in Section 5.3,
while the half-wave transmitarray experimental setup is similar to that provided in
Section 5.4. It is noted that the transmission coefficients of the sample under the x- and y-
polarisations are measured by rotating the sample by 90◦ and 0◦ around the propagation
axis, respectively. For the co- and cross-polarisations transmission measurements, the
sample is rotated by 45◦, and a twist waveguide is attached to the receiver for the
cross-polarisation measurement. Additionally, a reference measurement is taken for








Figure 6.4. Fabricated three-layer half-wave transmitarray prototype. (a) Photograph of the
fabricated sample. Magnified view of (b) top, (c) middle, and (d) bottom metallic layers. All metallic
layers are made of gold, and the color difference in three layers is due to lighting condition. The
bottom metallic layer in (d) is covered by COC. The dashed lines outline an area containing a unit
cell.
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6.4 Results
Figure 6.5 illustrates the performance comparison between the simulated responses of
the optimal design and the measured results of the fabricated half-wave transmitar-
ray. Figure 6.5(a) suggests that the maximum measured insertion losses from 220 GHz
to 330 GHz for the x- and y-polarisations are 2.76 dB and 4.77 dB, respectively. In
Figure 6.5(b), the transmission phase difference between the x- and y-polarisations
remains close to 180◦. To rigorously quantify the performance of the fabricated struc-
ture, its co- and cross-polarisations transmission magnitudes are measured directly and
also are reconstructed based on the independently measured complex transmission
coefficients of the x- and y-polarisations. In Figures 6.5(c-f), a close agreement between
the directly measured and reconstructed results can be obtained, while the deviation
between them can be attributed to the experimental misalignments. In Figure 6.5(c), the
maximum simulated and directly measured cross-polarisation insertion losses from
220 GHz to 330 GHz are 1.37 dB and 2.98 dB, respectively. In Figure 6.5(d), the directly
measured co-polarisation transmission magnitude remains lower than −13.0 dB.
The simulated and measured results imply that the proposed half-wave transmitarray
is also capable of inverting the handedness of circularly polarised waves. The circular
polarisation purity of the transmitted waves can be determined indirectly by employ-
ing the transmission magnitudes of the linear co- and cross-polarisations. It is worth
noting that the axial ratio is commonly adopted to characterise the circular polarisation
purity in the microwave literature, while the extinction ratio serves the same purpose
in optics. Moreover, an acceptable maximum 3-dB axial ratio corresponds to an extinc-
tion ratio of ∼15 dB (see Appendix A). Hence, the 15-dB extinction ratio criterion is
employed to characterise the half-wave transmitarray. In Figures 6.5(e) and 6.5(f), a
simulated 15-dB extinction ratio relative bandwidth of 41.6% can be maintained from
219 GHz to 334 GHz, while the simulated cross-polarisation transmission efficiency is
beyond 72.3%. The extinction ratio evaluated based on the directly measured results
reveals that the fabricated half-wave transmitarray enables a 15-dB extinction ratio
fractional bandwidth of at least 31.7% from 220 GHz to 303 GHz, where the lower fre-
quency bound is limited by the available measurement facility. Moreover, a minimum
measured efficiency of 76.7% can be sustained from 220 GHz to 303 GHz. It is noted




































































































































Figure 6.5. Performance comparison between the simulated responses of the optimal design
and the measured results of the fabricated transmitarray. (a) Transmission magnitudes and
(b) transmission phases for the x- and y-polarisations, (c) cross-polarisation transmission magnitude,
(d) co-polarisation transmission magnitude, (e) extinction ratio, and (f) cross-polarisation transmission
efficiency. The measured transmission coefficients are normalised to a reference measurement conducted
without the presence of the sample. Reconstruction indicates that the results are evaluated based on the









/2, where Txx, Tyy, Tcross and Tco are the complex transmission coefficients





, which yields the same value for both linear and circular polarisations. The
efficiency accounts for the transmittance of cross-polarisation, i.e., |Tcross|2.
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A performance comparison between the fabricated half-wave transmitarray and ex-
isting representative transmissive half-wave plates from the literature is given in Ta-
ble 6.3. The fabricated half-wave transmitarray provides a superior performance over
the existing designs in term of the 15-dB extinction ratio relative bandwidth and the
cross-polarisation transmission efficiency. The metal-mesh achromatic half-wave plate
employed six layers to provide similar bandwidth and efficiency at around 90 GHz
(Pisano et al., 2012). However, multilayer structures pose additional complexities for
micro-fabrication at terahertz frequencies. In other reports, all-dielectric structures were
implemented to function as half-wave plates, but exhibited a substantial thickness
and a limited relative bandwidth (Chen et al., 2016b; Zi et al., 2018). Due to the fact
that a single- or bi-layer transmitarray cannot achieve full control of the electric and
magnetic responses, the designs presented by Moreno-Peñarrubia et al. (2020) and
Nakata et al. (2017) exhibited a limited relative bandwidth. The superior performance
of the fabricated half-wave transmitarray can be ascribed to the involvement of a sys-
tematic optimisation methodology and a complete control of the electric and magnetic
responses.
Figure 6.6 shows the simulated performance of the optimal half-wave transmitarray
in response to obliquely incident waves. Both the 15-dB extinction ratio relative band-
width and efficiency decrease with a larger angle of incidence. However, reasonable
performance can be maintained up to an incidence angle of 45◦. The robustness of the
optimal half-wave transmitarray to obliquely incident waves can be attributed to the
Table 6.3. Comparison between the fabricated half-wave transmitarray and notable existing
transmissive half-wave plates. The structures operate around the same frequency range. All results
are experimentally confirmed values.
Structure Centre Dielectric Metallic Bandwidth Minimum
frequency material layers (ER > 15 dB) efficiency
(GHz) (%) (%)
Metal mesh (Pisano et al., 2012) 90 Polypropylene 6 31.4 71.3
Zigzag transmitarray 150 Polypropylene 2 4.8 74.4
(Moreno-Peñarrubia et al., 2020)
Cut-wire pairs (Nakata et al., 2017) 500 COC 2 0.6 66.3
Elliptical pillar array 999 Silicon Bi-layered 5.5 58.8
(Zi et al., 2018) all-dielectric
Gradient gratings 1074 Silicon Single-layered 4.5 68.1
(Chen et al., 2016b) all-dielectric
This work 262 COC 3 > 31.7 76.7
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Figure 6.6. Simulated extinction ratio and cross-polarisation transmission efficiency of the
optimal half-wave transmitarray in response to obliquely incident waves. [(a, b)] in the xoz-
plane and [(c, d)] in the yoz-plane. The shaded area marks the frequency range of interest from
220 GHz to 330 GHz, defined for the WR-3.4 waveguide band.
implementation of a relatively small unit cell (a = 0.33λ0 at 330 GHz) together with
thin dielectric spacers (d1 = d2 = 0.14λ0 at 330 GHz). A small unit cell leads to a limited
phase difference between the unit cell edges under obliquely incident waves, while thin
dielectric spacers result in a small path length variation at oblique incidence.
6.5 Fabrication tolerance
In order to explain the performance discrepancy between the simulated responses of
the optimal design and the measured results shown in Figure 6.5, further simulations
are carried out with unit cell dimensions taken from the fabricated sample. Figure 6.7
shows the simulated and measured results of the fabricated structure, and a reasonable
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Figure 6.7. Simulated and measured performance of the fabricated half-wave transmitarray.
(a) Transmission magnitudes and (b) transmission phases for the x- and y-polarisations, (c) co- and
cross-polarisations transmission magnitudes, (d) extinction ratio and cross-polarisation transmission
efficiency. The shaded area marks the frequency range of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz, defined
for the WR-3.4 waveguide band. The altered unit cell geometrical parameters are detailed as follows:
lm2 = 56 µm, d1 = 129 µm, and d2 = 129 µm.
agreement between them is achieved. It can be inferred from Figure 6.7 that the per-
formance deviation between the optimal design and the fabricated structure is likely
caused by the fabrication tolerances.
6.6 Conclusion
We have numerically and experimentally demonstrated a terahertz half-wave trans-
mitarray that is capable of converting linearly or circularly polarised waves into their
orthogonal counterparts. For the optimal design, a simulated 15-dB extinction ratio
relative bandwidth of 41.6% can be achieved, namely from 219 GHz to 334 GHz. The
superior performance of the half-wave transmitarray over the existing representative
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designs can be ascribed to the involvement of a systematic optimisation approach and
a complete control of the electric and magnetic responses. Owing to the employment
of a relatively small unit cell (0.33λ0 at 330 GHz) and thin dielectric spacers (0.14λ0 at
330 GHz), the optimal half-wave transmitarray is robust to obliquely incident waves
up to an angle of 45◦. The half-wave transmitarray can be scaled to operation at nearby







IRCULAR polarisers that selectively transmit only one hand-
edness of circular polarisation are useful for imaging and wire-
less communications. Conventional ways of realising circular
polarisers involve three-dimensional chiral structures, which typically in-
troduce strong bianisotropic responses only over a narrow bandwidth,
and also impose fabrication challenges. To overcome the limitations as-
sociated with conventional non-planar designs, we present here a three-
layer transmitarray-based planar circular polariser exhibiting designable
bianisotropy. The proposed circular polariser design involves a systematic
procedure similar to that presented in Chapter 4. Specific to this design, a
pattern rotation is implemented to introduce magneto-electric coupling, so
as to create bianisotropic responses. Simulation results reveal that a 15-dB
extinction ratio can be sustained from 251 GHz to 298 GHz leading to a
fractional bandwidth of 17.1% with a transmission magnitude higher than
−0.45 dB. This simulated 15-dB extinction ratio relative bandwidth is nearly
twice that of a previously published transmitarray-based corresponding
device. Importantly, the presented circular polariser can operate at nearby
frequency bands by mechanically tuning the air gap spacings between the
three metallic layers. Furthermore, the proposed structure can function as a
quasi-half-wave plate by simply rotating the top or bottom metallic layer.
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7.1 Introduction
In nature, a myriad of biological molecules such as glucose, amino acids, and enzymes
provide unique signatures in response to different handednesses of incident circular
polarisations. Different optical responses can be explained in terms of the circular dichro-
ism and bianisotropy, which are commonly found in chiral molecules. Inspired by the
functionalities of chiral molecules, artificial three-dimensional chiral structures such as
helices (Yang et al., 2010b), metafoils (Wu et al., 2014), and microcoils (Waselikowski et al.,
2010) have been employed to introduce chirality for various novel applications, includ-
ing optical activity (Wu et al., 2013), negative refractive index (Zhang et al., 2009),
polarisation-dependent absorption (Cheng et al., 2018), and polarisation conversion
(Cheng and Cheng, 2019). Among those bianisotropic devices, circular polarisers are
utilised to filter the circular polarisation of one handedness, and they are highly de-
manded in spectroscopy (Ranjbar and Gill, 2009), imaging (Patty et al., 2018), and space
applications (Sanz-Fernández et al., 2015).
In optics, circular polarisers can be realised by implementing cholesteric liquid crystals
(De Vries, 1951) that utilise Bragg reflection, and helical arrays (Gansel et al., 2009,
2012) that exhibit inherent chirality as a result of their three-dimensional chiral struc-
tures. However, circular polarisers made of such structures typically feature narrow
bandwidth and a relatively low extinction ratio, defined as a difference in the transmis-
sion between the two handednesses. Stacking multiple circular polarisers is beneficial to
bandwidth enhancement, but at the expense of a high transmission loss, bulky structure,
and complicated fabrication processes (Huang et al., 2007).
Instead of non-planar chiral structures, it was shown that planar multilayer structures
are a viable alternative for realising designable bianisotropy with low profile and re-
duced fabrication complexity. However, despite the fact that various planar structures
were developed to act as circular polarisers, their performance remains to be further
improved. In the microwave engineering community, a miniaturised-element frequency-
selective surface designed with the help of equivalent circuit models was proposed
as a circular polariser, which maintained a simulated 15-dB extinction ratio relative
bandwidth of only 2.0% (Momeni Hasan Abadi and Behdad, 2016a). Moreover, this
circular polariser employed fourteen metallic layers and ten substrates, making it diffi-
cult for scaling to operate at higher frequencies due to the fabrication constraints. In
the millimetre-wave domain, a tri-layer transmitarray-based circular polariser was
designed using a systematic approach, and exhibited a simulated 15-dB extinction ratio
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fractional bandwidth of 9.0% (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2014). In the optics region, a broad-
band bianisotropic response was obtained by stacking nanorod arrays with a tailored
rotational twist (Zhao et al., 2012). This twisted optical structure involved a generalised
Bloch analysis in combination with transmission-line theory to determine the metallic
layer rotation angles, while its extinction ratio demanded further enhancement.
To overcome the limitations associated with the existing designs. We propose here
a transmitarray-based circular polariser that enables an extinction ratio higher than
15 dB from 251 GHz to 298 GHz, equivalent to a relative bandwidth of 17.1% with a
transmission magnitude above −0.45 dB. The presented circular polariser is developed
with an aid from the broadband semi-analytical approach presented in Chapter 4, and
resulting in wideband anisotropic responses without involving complicated fabrication
processes. Importantly, frequency tunability covering the entire WR-3.4 waveguide
frequency band from 220 GHz to 330 GHz (Hesler et al., 2007) can be achieved by
mechanically adjusting the air gap spacings between the metallic layers. Moreover, the
proposed structure can function as a transmissive quasi-half-wave plate by rotating the
top or bottom metallic layer.
7.2 Design
As illustrated in Figure 7.1, we consider a transmitarray composed of three metallic lay-
ers on three subwavelength dielectric substrates that are separated by two air gaps. The
employment of three metallic layers allows a complete control of the electric and mag-










Figure 7.1. Schematic of a tri-layer transmitarray unit cell. The transmitarray consists of three
metallic layers each on a substrate, and they are separated by two air gaps.
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and transmission efficiency (Pfeiffer et al., 2014). In order to facilitate the transmitarray
design and optimisation, we employ the broadband semi-analytical approach. Hence,
we choose a particular category of pattern for each metallic layer, whose electromagnetic
responses to the x- and y-polarised incident waves can be described by two distinct
equivalent circuit models. The circuit model for one specific polarisation can be a par-
allel LC circuit, a series LC circuit, purely inductive or capacitive circuits. Metals are
assumed to be lossless to simplify the analysis. To illustrate the admittance tensor of
each layer, we assume here an ith metallic layer provides purely inductive and capacitive






where Lxi and Cyi are the equivalent inductance and capacitance along the x- and y-
polarisations, respectively. To introduce the magneto-electric coupling, the ith metallic
layer is anti-clockwise rotated by an angle of ϕi, and the rotation angle is limited to an
integer multiple of 45◦ to avoid losing pattern connectivity with the neighbouring unit




where Ri is the rotation matrix that can be written as
Ri =
 cos ϕi sin ϕi
− sin ϕi cos ϕi
 . (7.3)
Each dielectric substrate and air gap can be represented by a transmission line section
along the wave propagation direction as indicated in Equation (4.2). Therefore, the





 cos(kdt)I −j sin(kdt)ηdn
j sin(kdt)η−1d n cos(kdt)I
 cos(k0d)I −j sin(k0d)η0n




 cos(kdt)I −j sin(kdt)ηdn
j sin(kdt)η−1d n cos(kdt)I
 cos(k0d)I −j sin(k0d)η0n




 cos(kdt)I −j sin(kdt)ηdn
j sin(kdt)η−1d n cos(kdt)I
 ,
(7.4)
where I = [1 0;0 1] denotes the identity matrix and n = [0 −1;1 0] represents the 90◦
rotation matrix. The wavenumber and wave impedance of the dielectric substrate
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are denoted by kd and ηd, respectively. The free-space wavenumber is denoted as k0,
while its wave impedance is represented as η0. The three dielectric substrates share an
identical thickness of t, while the two air gaps employ the same spacing of d. In order
to minimise the material loss, ultra-low loss cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) is utilised
as dielectric substrates, which presents a relative permittivity of εr = 2.33 and loss
tangent of tan δ = 0.0005 over the frequency band of interest from 220 GHz to 330 GHz
(Nielsen et al., 2009).
Once the ABCD transfer matrix is built, the cumulative performance of the whole
transmitarray in response to a linearly polarised wave under normal incidence can be
readily calculated by using Equation (4.3), which is reproduced here as S11 S12
S21 S22
 =


















Then, the S-parameters of the transmitarray under circularly polarised incident waves








 Txx + Tyy + i(Txy − Tyx) Txx − Tyy − i(Txy + Tyx)
Txx − Tyy + i(Txy + Tyx) Txx + Tyy − i(Txy − Tyx)
 ,
(7.7)
where R and L denote right-handed (RHCP) and left-handed (LHCP) circular polarisa-
tions, respectively.
As an objective, the transmitarray-based circular polariser is designed to transmit the
RHCP waves but reject the LHCP waves with an extinction ratio higher than 15 dB over
a wide bandwidth. Here, the extinction ratio is defined as
ER (dB) = 10 log10
(
|TRR|2
|TRL|2 + |TLR|2 + |TLL|2
)
. (7.8)
It is noted that when using this expression, the polarisation conversion from LHCP to
RHCP is anticipated to be suppressed, so that the circular polariser can be potentially
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applied in wireless communications where cross-talk is undesired. Additionally, the
circular polariser is expected to maintain a transmission magnitude above −1 dB over
the entire frequency band of operation. As further design constraints, the achievable
equivalent inductance and capacitance ranges of diverse patterns are explored by 3D
full-wave simulations within a unit cell of fixed size. The responses of these patterns to
the x- or y-polarised waves can be described by different circuit models. Furthermore, in
order to account for the fabrication feasibility, the dielectric substrate thickness is speci-
fied in a range from 20 µm to 200 µm, while an identical spacing for the two air gaps
that ranges from 100 µm to 500 µm is adopted. Based on the objectives and constraints
mentioned above, the broadband semi-analytical approach is employed to determine
the optimal frequency-independent circuit parameters for the circular polariser. Calcu-
lations reveal that a pattern providing purely inductive and capacitive responses for the
two orthogonal polarisations accompanied with a pattern rotation around the z-axis
is preferred for each metallic layer to realise the desired performance. The calculated
optimal circuit parameters are detailed in Table 7.1, and the thicknesses of the three
dielectric substrates are suggested to be t = 20 µm.
Following the procedure introduced in Chapter 4, a physical realisation of each metallic
layer is conducted separately. Electromagnetic simulations are conducted with the
commercial software ANSYS HFSS. To minimise the metal loss, gold is employed for
each metallic layer, and its surface impedance at terahertz frequencies is described
by a Drude model (Lucyszyn, 2007). A subwavelength unit cell size of a = 400 µm,
corresponding to 0.44λ0 at 330 GHz, is chosen to avoid diffraction. The physically
realised unit cell geometry of the circular polariser is shown in Figure 7.2, and its
detailed physical dimensions are presented in Table 7.2. The top and bottom metallic
Table 7.1. Calculated optimal circuit parameters provided by the broadband semi-analytical
approach for the circular polariser. Lxi and Cyi are the optimal equivalent inductance and
capacitance of the ith metallic layer along the x- and y-polarisations, respectively, and the pattern is
anti-clockwise rotated by an angle of ϕi around the z-axis. The units for inductances and capacitances
are pH and fF, respectively.
Top layer Middle layer Bottom layer
Lx1 Cy1 ϕ1 Lx2 Cy2 ϕ2 Lx3 Cy3 ϕ3






















Top / bottom layer Middle layer
Figure 7.2. Unit cell geometry of the proposed circular polariser. (a) 3D view, (b) top or
bottom metallic layer, and (c) middle metallic layer. The top and bottom layers share an identical
pattern, but the bottom layer is rotated by 90◦ around the z-axis with respect to the top layer. Air
gaps with a mechanically adjustable spacing of d are introduced in between the metallic layers to
realise frequency tunability.
Table 7.2. Physical dimensions of the proposed circular polariser. The units are in µm.
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
a 400 gt2 110 wt1 40
t 20 lt1 50 wt2 30
d 210 lt2 75 wm 30
gt1 5 lt3 13 gm 5
layers share an identical pattern, but the bottom layer is rotated by 90◦ around the z-axis
with respect to the top layer. For the top metallic layer, a thin metallic strip oriented
along the x-axis is employed to achieve a relatively high equivalent inductance, while
the I-shaped patches are in series to minimise the equivalent capacitance, so that a
predominately inductive response can be obtained along the x-polarisation. On the
other hand, the I-shaped patches are in parallel along the y-axis to form a relatively high
equivalent capacitance but a very limited inductance, so as to provide a predominately
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capacitive response for the y-polarisation. A similar methodology is adopted for the
middle layer to achieve the desired reactances for the two orthogonal polarisations. The
middle layer is subsequently rotated by an angle of ϕ2 = 45◦ around the z-axis to yield
the magneto-electric coupling, so that a bianisotropic response can be introduced.
7.3 Simulation results
Figure 7.3 shows the transmission magnitude and extinction ratio provided by the broad-
band semi-analytical approach and the 3D full-wave simulation. An excellent agreement
between the calculated and simulated results is achieved. The slight deviation between
them can be attributed to the difference between the equivalent reactances of the physi-
cally realised structure and the calculated optimal circuit parameters. It can be inferred
from Figure 7.3(a) that the proposed circular polariser only allows RHCP incident
waves to be transmitted, while LCHP transmission is largely suppressed. Importantly,
circular polarisation conversion from one handedness to its orthogonal counterpart
is well reduced at ∼275 GHz, making the proposed structure applicable for wireless
communications, in which a low cross-talk is desired. In Figure 7.3(b), a simulated
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Figure 7.3. Calculated and simulated performance of the proposed circular polariser that
selectively transmits RHCP waves. (a) Transmission magnitude and (b) extinction ratio. The
calculated results are provided by the broadband semi-analytical approach, while the simulated results
are obtained from the 3D full-wave simulation. The extinction ratio is defined as the transmittance
ratio |TRR|2/
(
|TRL|2 + |TLR|2 + |TLL|2
)
, where R and L denote right-handed and left-handed circular
polarisations, respectively. The shaded area marks the simulated 15-dB extinction ratio bandwidth
from 251 GHz to 298 GHz.
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to a fractional bandwidth of 17.1% that is nearly twice that of the best circular polariser
design (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2014). Moreover, a RHCP transmission magnitude above
−0.45 dB can be sustained over the entire 15-dB extinction ratio operation bandwidth.
The operation mechanism of the proposed circular polariser involves multiple reflec-
tions, but for understanding, can be simplified to a sequential circular-to-linear and
linear-to-circular polarisation transformations. In general, the tri-layer structure can be
considered as a combination of two quarter-wave plates and one linear polariser. It is
assumed that incident waves propagate along the −z-axis. Further simulations reveal
that the top and middle metallic layers collectively form a quarter-wave plate, which
realises circular-to-linear polarisation conversion. Thus, RHCP incident waves can be
effectively transformed into linearly polarised waves after passing through the top
and middle layers, and their electric fields are oriented in a direction perpendicular to
the middle layer metallic strips as shown in Figure 7.4(a). Consequently, the middle









Figure 7.4. Operation principle of the circular polariser. (a) RHCP waves. The top and middle
metallic layers collectively transform RHCP incident waves into linearly polarised waves, whose electric
field is oriented in a direction perpendicular to the metallic strips in the middle layer. Subsequently,
the middle and bottom layers jointly convert linearly polarised waves back to RHCP transmitted
waves. (b) LHCP waves. The top and middle metallic layers transform LHCP incident waves into
linearly polarised waves, with their electric field aligned with the middle layer metallic strips, and they
are all reflected. Incident waves propagate along the −z-axis.
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incident waves are converted to linearly polarised waves with electric fields aligned
in a direction parallel to the middle layer metallic strips, and as a consequence they
are completely reflected as illustrated in Figure 7.4(b). Similarly, simulations suggest
that the middle and bottom layers in combination function as a second quarter-wave
plate, which realises linear-to-circular polarisation conversion. Linearly polarised waves
converted from RHCP incident waves can be decomposed into two orthogonal electric
field components along the x- and y-axes, respectively. Moreover, a phase difference
of around −90◦ between the x- and y-directed field components can be obtained after
passing through the second quarter-wave plate. As a result, linearly polarised waves
converted from RHCP incident waves are eventually transformed into RHCP transmit-
ted waves. Importantly, the proposed structure relies on multiple reflections in between
the metallic layers, making its operation fundamentally different from the devices that
merely cascade Jones matrices (Pfeiffer and Grbic, 2014).
In addition to the aforementioned operation frequency range from 251 GHz to 298 GHz,
the proposed circular polariser is also capable of operating at nearby frequency bands
by mechanically adjusting the air gap spacings. Figure 7.5(a) illustrates tunability of
the circular polariser, where a 15-dB extinction ratio is maintained over a wide band-
width. Figure 7.5(b) shows the the frequency of peak extinction ratio as a function of
the air gap spacing, and their non-linear relationship results from the interference of
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(a)
d = 150 μm
d = 350 μm
Figure 7.5. Simulated frequency tunability of the circular polariser by adjusting the air gap
spacings. (a) Extinction ratios at different air gap spacings and (b) frequency of the peak extinction
ratio versus air gap spacing d. The magenta curve in (a) depicts the peak extinction ratio of the
circular polariser with air gaps of various spacings. The shaded area marks the frequency range of




The operation principle of the circular polariser suggests that the proposed structure
can be reconfigured to selectively transmit LHCP incident waves by simply rotat-
ing the middle metallic layer by 90◦ around the z-axis. This can be explained by the
linear polarisation filtering of the middle layer. A 90◦ rotation of the middle layer
makes the metallic strips perpendicular to the electric fields of linearly polarised waves
converted from LHCP incident waves, but parallel to that transformed from RHCP
incident waves. Linearly polarised waves converted from LHCP incident waves are
then transformed into LHCP transmitted waves after propagating through the second
quarter-wave plate. Consequently, the proposed structure will correspondingly transmit
LHCP incident waves with a simulated extinction ratio above 15 dB from 251 GHz to
298 GHz, while the transmission magnitude is above −0.45 dB over the entire 15-dB
extinction ratio operation bandwidth as depicted in Figure 7.6.
Apart from working as circular polarisers, the proposed structure can also function as a
quasi-half-wave plate to convert between circular polarisation with opposite handed-
nesses. This can be configured by a 90◦ rotation of the top or bottom metallic layer. We
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Rotate middle layer Rotate middle layer
(a)
Figure 7.6. Simulation results of the proposed structure functioning as a circular polariser
that allows LHCP waves transmission. (a) Transmission magnitude and (b) extinction ratio. The
middle metallic layer is rotated by 90◦ around the z-axis. The extinction ratio here is defined as the
transmittance ratio |TLL|2/
(
|TRL|2 + |TLR|2 + |TRR|2
)
. The simulation curves in (a, b) are identical
to the simulation ones shown in Figure 7.3, while the only difference is the polarisation exchange
between RHCP and LHCP. The shaded area marks the 15-dB extinction ratio bandwidth from
251 GHz to 298 GHz.
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layer results in a phase difference of around 90◦ between the x- and y-directed trans-
mitted waves. Thus, linearly polarised waves converted from RHCP incident waves
are then transformed into LHCP transmitted waves after propagating through the
second quarter-wave plate constructed by the middle and bottom layers. The proposed
structure with a 90◦ rotation of the top metallic layer works in a similar manner, but it
transforms LHCP incident waves into RHCP transmitted waves. Figure 7.7 depicts the
simulated performance of the structure with a 90◦ rotation of the top or bottom layer. In
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Rotate top layer Rotate top layer
Rotate bottom layer Rotate bottom layer
(a)
(c)
Figure 7.7. Simulation results of the proposed structure functioning as a transmissive
quasi-half-wave plate by rotating the top or bottom metallic layer. (a) Transmission mag-
nitude and (b) extinction ratio of the structure with the top metallic layer rotated by 90◦ around
the z-axis. (c) Transmission magnitude and (d) extinction ratio of the structure with the bot-
tom metallic layer rotated by 90◦ around the z-axis. The extinction ratio in (b) is defined
as the transmittance ratio |TRL|2/
(
|TRR|2 + |TLR|2 + |TLL|2
)
, while that in (d) is defined as
|TLR|2/
(
|TRR|2 + |TRL|2 + |TLL|2
)
. The simulation curves in (a, b) are identical to the ones in
(c, d), while the only difference is the polarisation exchange between RHCP and LHCP. The shaded
area marks the 15-dB extinction ratio bandwidth from 251 GHz to 298 GHz.
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Table 7.3. Functionalities of the proposed structure by rotating a single metallic layer. All
functionalities listed here share the same simulated 15-dB extinction ratio fractional bandwidth of
17.1%, namely from 251 GHz to 298 GHz, while the extinction ratio definitions are varied in different
scenarios. Quasi-half-wave plate denotes that the device can invert circular polarisation from one
handedness to the other, but cannot rotate linear polarisation by 90◦.
Device Metallic layer rotation (90◦) Functionality
Circular polariser – RHCP waves transmission only
Circular polariser Middle LHCP waves transmission only
Quasi-half-wave plate Top LHCP-to-RHCP transformation
Quasi-half-wave plate Bottom RHCP-to-LHCP transformation
both tailored reconfigurations, and their transmission magnitudes are above −0.45 dB
over the entire operation frequency bands. It should be noted that the definition of
extinction ratio needs to be re-defined accordingly for the structure working in different
scenarios.
The achievable functionalities of the structure by a 90◦ rotation of the metallic layer
around the z-axis is concluded in Table 7.3. Importantly, the operation bandwidths of
the device working in different states can be readily tuned to nearby frequency bands,
provided that the air gap spacings are mechanically adjustable.
7.5 Conclusion
This Chapter presents a transmitarray-based circular polariser exhibiting a simulated
15-dB extinction ratio fractional bandwidth of 17.1% from 251 GHz to 298 GHz. The
circular polariser can filter circular polarisation of the preferred handedness with a
transmission magnitude higher than −0.45 dB over the bandwidth of operation. More-
over, the proposed structure can also function as a quasi-half-wave plate by simply
rotating a single metallic layer by 90◦ around the z-axis, and it holds the potential of
mechanical tunability to operate at nearby frequency bands. Relying on the interference
of multiple reflections in between the metallic layers, the proposed structure achieves
bianisotropic responses but retains a planar and subwavelength profile. The operation
bandwidth and versatility of the structure are competitive to the reported designs,
and spectroscopic detection of chiral molecules in biology and polarisation-division






AR-INFRARED absorbers exhibiting wideband performance are
in great demand in numerous applications, including imaging,
detection, and wireless communications. Here, a non-resonant far-
infrared absorber with an ultra-wideband operation is proposed. This ab-
sorber is in the form of inverted pyramidal cavities etched into moderately
doped silicon. By means of a wet-etching technique, the crystallinity of sili-
con restricts the formation of the cavities to a particular shape, in an angle
that favors impedance matching between lossy silicon and free space. Far-
infrared waves incident on this absorber experience multiple reflections on
the slanted lossy silicon side walls, and are dissipated on the path towards
the cavity bottom. The simulation and measurement results confirm that
an absorption beyond 90% can be sustained from 1.25 to 5.00 THz. Further-
more, the experiment results suggest that the absorber can operate up to




Chapter 8 Ultra-wideband far-infrared absorber
8.1 Introduction
Electromagnetic absorbers are essential components for various applications and have
been widely studied in the far-infrared regime. Early research activities on far-infrared
absorbers involved bottom-up chemical synthesis approaches. Prominently, gold black
films made by amorphous deposition are known to exhibit excellent Ohmic absorption
from the visible and near-infrared ranges down to 6 THz. These gold black films with
a low thermal mass have been used for coating pyroelectric detectors to improve
their sensitivity (Nelms and Dowson, 2005). Lately, carbon nanotubes from chemical
synthesis have led to the implementation of absorbers with superior absorption, thermal
conductivity, and damage threshold (Lehman et al., 2005).
Over the past decades, the development of powerful computational electromagnetic
solvers and advanced micro-fabrication techniques have facilitated the design and phys-
ical realisation of diverse microstructures for far-infrared absorption. As opposed to the
bottom-up approach that exploits existing properties of synthesized materials, a top-
down design and fabrication approach promises designability, robustness, and repro-
ducibility of electromagnetic absorbers. A number of reports toward this direction have
involved metamaterial-based perfect absorbers (Landy et al., 2008; Tao et al., 2008). Typ-
ically, these absorbers are composed of periodic metallic resonators on a grounded
dielectric substrate. A near-unity absorption can be achieved through impedance match-
ing near the resonance frequencies. An alternative approach involves lossy grating
structures for diffraction and absorption (Shi et al., 2014; Zang et al., 2015; Peng et al.,
2015; Shi et al., 2016).
Inspite of their scalability, most resonance-based absorbers have a limited fractional
bandwidth of around 10–30% as a result of their resonant nature (Liu et al., 2018). Al-
ternatively, non-resonant structures have recently shown their excellent absorption
performance in various frequency bands (Kim et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2018). In these
non-resonant designs, the reflection was eliminated by gradient impedance matching,
and the dissipation was derived from either lossy conductors or lossy dielectrics. In the
visible and near-infrared ranges, tapered nano-grooves made of metals were shown
to exhibit absorption by coupling incident light with gap surface plasmon polaritons
(Beermann et al., 2013, 2014). At terahertz frequencies, surface-relief structures made of
PDMS in the form of micro-pyramids exhibited absorption from 0.75 THz to 2.00 THz
(Kim et al., 2012).
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In this Chapter, we propose a non-resonant far-infrared absorber made of moderately
doped silicon. The wet-etching process intrinsically forms inverted pyramidal air cavi-
ties into the silicon to provide a natural impedance transition and gradual absorption
of incident waves. A fine control of the losses is attained by employing doped silicon.
In contrast to the resonance-based silicon absorbers (Withayachumnankul et al., 2013,
2014; Cheng et al., 2015; Zhai et al., 2017), the proposed structure shows a significantly
broadened absorption bandwidth, while the fabrication complexity is greatly reduced.
8.2 Design
Figure 8.1 illustrates the unit cell geometry of the proposed far-infrared absorber. Mi-
crocavities taking the form of inverted pyramids are etched anisotropically into a
moderately doped silicon. A wet-etching technique is employed to form naturally self-
terminated pyramidal cavities. Due to the fact that a standard silicon surface terminates
at (001) planes, while potassium hydroxide (KOH) selectively etches (001) planes in-
stead of (111) crystal planes, the wet-etching process thus establishes the side walls
with a fixed angle of θ = 54.7◦ (Zhang et al., 2005). The cavity height h is determined by
its aperture width b according to h = (b · tan θ)/2. A minimum ridge width of 4 µm at
the unit cell borders is set by fabrication constraints. Ideally, a zero-width ridge would
be preferred since the flat silicon surface contributes to reflections especially at higher
frequencies. Collectively, the absorber is formed by identical inverted pyramidal cavities













Figure 8.1. Unit cell geometry. (a) 3D view and (b) cross-sectional view. The detailed dimensions
are given as follows: a = 200 µm, b = 196 µm, ts = 170 µm, h = 139 µm, and θ = 54.7◦.
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The employed silicon is 〈100〉 oriented and doped with phosphorus (n-type). The DC
resistivity of the silicon lies in between 0.05–0.10 Ω·cm, while its carrier concentra-
tion is estimated as ∼2.3×1017 cm−3 and its electron mobility equals 547 cm2/(V·s) at
room temperature. The corresponding plasma frequency is 8.44 THz and the collision
frequency equals 1.97 THz.
Electromagnetic simulations are carried out with the commercial software ANSYS
HFSS. In the HFSS simulations, a single unit cell is bounded by master-slave bound-
ary conditions in the transverse plane to mimic an infinite planar array, and silicon
properties are described by the Drude model (Hashimshony et al., 2001). Floquet ports
accounting for higher-order propagating modes are implemented to impose incident
waves and also to collect the scattered waves. Given the available computational power
and solution time required, the silicon thickness is chosen as ts = 170 µm in the simu-
lations so that the transmission of incident waves can be effectively suppressed. The
upper simulation frequency is limited to 5.00 THz, set by the required computational
power to account for the increased number of higher-order propagating modes at higher
frequencies (see Appendix C).
Figure 8.2 shows the calculated and simulated absorption spectra of bare silicon slabs
and etched slabs with different carrier concentrations adopted from Zhai et al. (2017)
and Du et al. (2016). Here, the normalised absorption A is defined as A = 1 – R – T,
where R and T denote the total reflected and transmitted power, respectively, each
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Figure 8.2. Absorption spectra of silicon materials with different carrier concentrations.
(a) Calculated and simulated results of bare silicon slabs. (b) Simulated absorption spectra of
absorbers. The shaded area in (b) marks the absorption beyond 90%. The carrier concentrations




contributed by the fundamental modes and higher-order propagating modes. It can
be inferred from Figure 8.2(a) and (b) that the proposed absorber shows a significant
improvement in terms of absorption compared with the bare silicon, demonstrating
the absorbing functionality of the proposed structure. From the bare silicon slabs in
Figure 8.2(a), simulation results show close agreement with the results calculated based
on Fresnel equations. It is worth noting that the lightly doped bare silicon shows non-
negligible transmittance beyond 2.50 THz, and its low attenuation leads to multiple
reflections inside of the bare silicon slab, resulting in Fabry-Pérot fringes at higher
frequencies. Figure 8.2(b) depicts the absorption performance of the absorbers with
different doping concentrations. It is clear that moderately doped silicon provides
advantageous absorption, as the lightly doped silicon shows a decreasing absorption
at higher frequencies resulting from its reduced dielectric loss, while the highly doped
silicon exhibits an absorption below 90% at lower frequencies. It should be noted
that the conductor-to-dielectric transitions of lightly, moderately, and highly doped
silicon take place at 0.76 THz, 1.49 THz, and 3.68 THz, respectively, where the real
part of the relative permittivity changes from negative to positive values. Dielectrics
typically exhibit weaker reflections compared to conductors, and thus, a conductor-
to-dielectric transition at a lower frequency leads to a superior absorption of lightly
doped silicon in the lower frequency range. Increasing the doping level leads to a
blue shift of the 90% absorption frequency range. Figure 8.3 shows the electric field
magnitude distributions of absorbers with different doping levels at 1.50 THz and the
highest simulation frequency of 5.00 THz. It reveals that higher-frequency components
can penetrate deeper into the silicon, resulting from the reduced dielectric loss at higher
frequencies.
Since the unit cell size of 200 µm corresponds to the free-space wavelength at 1.50 THz,
the absorber basically operates above the subwavelength regime. Hence the effective
medium theory is not applicable in explaining the absorption mechanism. For this
particular design, the perfect absorption can be better explained in terms of wave
propagation down the inverted pyramidal cavities, with slightly different interpretations
at low and high frequencies. At low frequencies, the pyramidal cavities provide a
smooth impedance matching to the lossy material, thus leading to absorption rather than
reflection. In a ray-optics approximation at high frequencies, the angle of θ = 54.7◦ of the
side walls constituting the cavity does not allow back reflection to the source but rather
causes reflection downwards the cavity. As illustrated in Figure 8.3, incident waves
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(a) 1.50 THz (b) 1.50 THz (c) 1.50 THz
(d) 5.00 THz (e) 5.00 THz (f) 5.00 THz




Figure 8.3. Simulated electric field magnitude distributions of absorbers made of silicon
with different doping concentrations. The field distributions share the same linear scale.
experience multiple reflections along the path, and most of the energy is dissipated into
the doped silicon resulting from dielectric loss.
8.3 Fabrication
The inverted pyramidal cavities are fabricated on a moderately doped silicon wafer of
250 µm thickness and 2-inch diameter. Images of the fabricated prototype are given in
Figure 8.4. The sample was manufactured by the Functional Materials and Microsys-
tems Research Group and the Micro Nano Research Facility at RMIT University. The
silicon wafer is deposited with silicon nitride of around 500 nm thick on both sides
(a) (b)
100 μm1 mm
Figure 8.4. Scanning electron micrographs of the fabricated absorber. (a) Partial view and
(b) magnified view containing 6 unit cells.
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using low pressure chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD). This silicon nitride layer
functions as a mask for the processing steps of etching with KOH, as silicon nitride
does not react to KOH. Firstly, one surface of the nitride-coated wafer is patterned
using photolithography and developed with a suitable developer. Thereafter, the wafer
undergoes inductively coupled plasma-reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) to etch silicon
nitride in the openings created by the photolithography. In this process, the nitride layer
is etched by using chemically reactive plasma under low pressure conditions, poten-
tially combined with ion-induced etching. The deposited photoresist is then completely
removed with acetone and isopropanol before KOH etching. The wafer is immersed
in a bath of KOH, the solution is maintained constantly at 70◦C; the concentration of
the KOH solution used is 45%. It takes approximately 11 hours to etch these features
completely. This process develops inverted pyramidal cavities at the specified angle
across the surface. Finally, the nitride layers from the top and bottom surfaces are
removed by RIE.
8.4 Measurement
The absorption performance of the proposed far-infrared absorber is characterised
by jointly employing terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and Fourier-
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Limited by its dynamic range, THz-TDS is used
to interrogate the absorber in the frequency range of 0.50 THz to 1.50 THz, while FTIR is
employed to characterise the structure from 1.50 THz to 21.00 THz. Figure 8.5 illustrates














Figure 8.5. Schematic of the reflection measurement setup at normal incidence using THz-
TDS. The measurement frequency range is from 0.50 THz to 1.50 THz, set by the dynamic range
of THz-TDS.
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wave propagates through a beam splitter, and is then focused onto the sample at normal
incidence. A fraction of the energy is reflected toward the beam splitter to be collected
by the receiver. In the reference measurement, the sample is replaced by a gold-coated
mirror. Further experiments using the THz-TDS in transmission mode confirm the
negligible wave transmission through the sample. For the absorption spectrum from
1.50 THz to 21.00 THz, a FTIR is employed to measure the reflection and transmission
amplitudes of the sample.
8.5 Results
Owing to the four-fold symmetry of the unit cell, the absorber response is polarisation-
independent under normal incidence. Figure 8.6 depicts the absorption spectra of
the proposed absorber at normal incidence. It can be inferred from simulations that
the diffraction from higher-order modes occurs from 1.50 THz, where non-negligible
amount of power starts to be diffracted, resulting in a resonance-like dip at around
1.50 THz. The simulation results accounting for diffraction show close agreement with
the measured results from 0.50 THz to 5.00 THz. Thus, an absorption beyond 90% is
confirmed from 1.25 THz to 5.00 THz. Moreover, a measured specular reflection below
10% and negligible transmission can be maintained up to at least 21.00 THz. It is worth











































(a)                    THz-TDS (b)                       FTIR
Frequency (THz)
Figure 8.6. Normalised absorption spectra of the proposed absorber under normal incidence.
The experiments are conducted by using (a) THz-TDS and (b) FTIR. All reflection measurements
are normalised against the reference experiments taken with a gold-coated mirror. The shaded area
marks the absorption beyond 90%.
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available facility. The measured results show a discontinuity at 1.50 THz with a differ-
ence value of 0.08. This difference can be attributed to the experimental misalignments
and system sensitivity of the THz-TDS and FTIR. Theoretically, the lower limit of the
90% absorption frequency band is mainly set by the conductor-to-dielectric transition
frequency of the doped silicon, while its upper limit is expected where the dielectric
loss of slicon vanishes. Additionally, the quality of the tip and ridge of the cavities also
collectively limit the upper 90% absorption frequency bound. Additional simulations
of moderately doped silicon absorber reveal that the 90% absorption coverage can be
further extended with a smaller unit cell.
Figure 8.7 shows the simulated absorption spectra of the proposed absorber in response
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Frequency (THz)
1 2 3 4 5
TE-polarisation TM-polarisation
Figure 8.7. Simulated absorption spectra at different incidence angles for the TE-polarisation
(left column) and TM-polarisation (right column). [(a, b)] and [(c, d)] correspond to the spectra
without and with diffraction from higher-order propagating modes, respectively. The shaded area
marks the absorption beyond 90%.
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a non-negligible power from higher-order propagating modes can be inferred. Fig-
ure 8.7(c) illustrates that an absorption of 90% can be effectively maintained up to an
incidence angle of 30◦ for the TE-polarised incident waves, while Figure 8.7(d) suggests
that at a large incidence angle of 60◦, a 90% absorption bandwidth still can be achieved
in a limited range for the TM-polarisation. It is found that diffraction becomes stronger
with larger incidence angles for the TE- and TM-polarisations, resulting in a degraded
absorption performance.
8.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have proposed an ultra-wideband absorber that spans nearly the
entire far-infrared spectrum. The structure can be fabricated into a moderately doped
silicon that exhibits a lossy dielectric behaviour in the far-infrared. Since the pyramidal
cavity is non-resonant, the structure exhibits an absorption of over 90% from 1.25 THz to
5.00 THz, accounting for diffraction. Additionally, a specular reflection below 10% and
negligible transmission is observed experimentally up to 21.00 THz. The observation in
the upper range is limited by the available computational power and characterisation
facilities. This absorber is superior to existing far-infrared resonant absorbers in terms
of the absorption spectrum coverage. Additionally, the fabrication can be achieved with
standard photolithography and wet-etching techniques; it does not require multilayer
processing or delicate control of compositions. The structure can be useful in far-infrared







HIS Chapter concisely summarises the doctoral thesis. Chapters 1
and 2 provide the context for the doctoral program, which cover
relevant research background, fundamental theories, and related
demonstrations in the literature. Chapters 3 to 8 present the original con-
tributions in relation to broadband terahertz metasurfaces for wavefront




Chapter 9 Thesis summary
9.1 Thesis conclusion
The main aim of the doctoral program was to develop and demonstrate techniques for
realising terahertz metasurfaces with enhanced bandwidth. The developed methodolo-
gies have resulted in remarkable bandwidth improvement, much needed for terahertz
applications. The realisations encompass metasurface-based functional devices for wave-
front control and polarisation manipulation. This Section provides a brief summary on
the original contributions of the thesis.
Reflectarray This part contains Chapter 3, and it presents a study on reflectarray
bandwidth enhancement. A novel single-layer resonator is proposed, and a terahertz
focusing reflectarray has been constructed and experimentally characterised to verify
the functionality of the proposed resonator.
Transmitarrays This part comprises Chapters 4 to 7, and it discusses a semi-analytical
approach that focuses on broadband performance. Subsequently, broadband transmitar-
rays for antireflection, polarisation conversions, and circular polarisation discrimination
are systematically designed based on this approach.
Absorber This part includes Chapter 8, and it presents an ultra-wideband absorber. The
non-resonant absorber is developed based on moderately doped silicon by means of
a wet-etching technique, and the structure realises impedance matching between the
lossy silicon and free-space over an ultra-wide bandwidth.
9.2 Outlook
The technical advancements introduced in this thesis are beneficial to the development
of terahertz technology. As a complement to the thesis, this Section discusses further
research challenges to expedite widespread adoption of the proposed methodology and
functional devices into practical applications.
Dynamic scanning All the metasurface-based devices presented in this thesis em-
ploy passive resonators that cannot be actively reconfigured, leading to static func-
tionality. Dynamically-reconfigurable devices are highly sought after for some appli-
cations. Therefore, resonators that are electronically tunable and can simultaneously
maintain a high-efficiency and broadband performance are worth further investigation.
Methodology development The transmitarrays designed with an aid from the broad-
band semi-analytical approach provide designable birefringence or bianisotropy over
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a wide bandwidth. However, metal loss and resonators’ near-field coupling are both
assumed to be negligible in the broadband approach, resulting in performance deviation
from the 3D full-wave simulations. Moreover, the broadband approach cannot inves-
tigate the structure performance at oblique incidence. Thus, to enhance the capacities
of this approach, further research efforts should be made to overcome its associated
limitations.
Straightforward physical realisation Realising a physical structure from a circuit
model is based on matching their reflection performance. However, the process is
tedious and time-consuming as it starts from a pattern of arbitrary dimensions and
informed adjustments until the results match the optimal ones. Additionally, the pres-
ence of parasitic capacitance or inductance contributes to performance discrepancy,
where a purely inductive or capacitive response is desired. Thus, the development
of a straightforward method to translate the optimal circuit parameters to physical
structures is vitally important.
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Appendix A
Axial ratio to extinction
ratio transformation
In the microwave region, circular polarisation purity is commonly characterised by
the axial ratio, while in the optics, the extinction ratio is typically adopted for the
same purpose. In this Appendix, we show how the two ratios are related. Figure A.1
illustrates the polarisation ellipse of the electromagnetic wave that can be decomposed
into left-handed circular polarisation (LHCP) and right-handed circular polarisation
(RHCP). The major axis equals the vector summation of RHCP and LHCP electric field
components, while the minor axis is the difference between them. Thus, the axial ratio
of the electromagnetic wave can be expressed as














Figure A.1. Polarisation ellipse of the electromagnetic wave. The two principal axes are used
for calculation of the axial ratio.
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where |EL| and |ER| represent the electric field amplitudes of the LHCP and RHCP,
respectively. On the other hand, the extinction ratio of LHCP to RHCP is defined as














where AR and ER above are in linear scale. Hence, it can be derived that a 3 dB axial




A collimated Gaussian beam is generated by the THz-TDS system, together with a plano
convex lens with a focal length of 54 mm. The beam is utilised as an excitation for the
reflectarray measurement in Chapter 3. Figure B.1 shows the measured raster-scanned
beam profiles from 0.90 THz to 1.15 THz with a scan area of 40.5 × 40.5 mm2. On that















(a) 0.90 THz (b) 0.95 THz (c) 1.00 THz
(d) 1.05 THz (e) 1.10 THz (f) 1.15 THz
Figure B.1. Linear magnitude profiles of the measured Gaussian beam. The beam profiles at






In this Appendix, we discuss the cut-off frequency of a given Floquet mode. The
cut-off frequency is defined as the starting frequency at which the mode becomes
non-evanescent. It is assumed that an infinite periodic array consisting of unit cells of
identical size is positioned in the xy-plane, with a lattice constant of px and px along
the x- and y-axes, respectively. We consider a plane wave propagates along the −z-axis
with an oblique incidence angle of (θi, ϕi), where θi is in the yz-plane and ϕi is in the









− k0 sin θi sin ϕi,
(C.1)
where k0 denotes the free-space wavenumber, and (m, n) are the modal indices. The




k20 − k2xm − k2yn, if k2xm + k2yn ≤ k20 (propagating waves)
−j
√
k2xm + k2yn − k20, if k2xm + k2yn > k20 (evanescent waves).
(C.2)
At this stage, the cut-off frequency of a given mn mode can be readily calculated by
setting kz,mn = 0 and k0 = kc = 2π fc/c. It is noted that the cut-off frequency of each
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